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THE COUNSELING OF OVERSEAS VETERANS

AND THE I EPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Torn from their homes and thrust into the maelstrom

of a world conflict, men have been subjected to stresses

as great if not greater than ever before in hietory. The

youth of American have been prisoners of the Japanese in

the Philippines and soldiers of the lost battalion in

Burma. They are boys who made the landing on Peal ic

islands, at Casablanca, in Sicily and Italy; boys who sat

on lonely islands in the Aleutians; boys who sweat and

fought in the tropic murkiness of Guadalcanal and the

Solomons; boys who held the beach-head at Anzio; boys who

did the impossible at New guinea; boys who-were in Normandy

on D-day; boys who have been in the Caribbean, Greenland,

Iceland and South America. They are American youth to whom

Biak, Hollandia and Guam were not just spota on a map.

They are liberated prisoners of the nazis, showing the

scars of their imprisonment. The boys of Americehave been

scattered the world over; India, Iran, China, Japan and

Java, Russian and Korea, and Tongatabu. Every continent

has seen them as soldiers of America.

Not only have they traveled the earth in this war, but

they have been paratroopers, infantry men, and artillery

man They fought in tanks and hauled supplies under fire.

They have shot mortars, rifles, bazookas, and anti - aircraft



guns. They have landed on hostile beaches and have been

torpedoed in the oceans of the world. They have been

wounded.

These American youth after months and years over-

seas, under living conditions differing from all their

experience at home, are the men who returned to the United

States. Their problems are varied and intense. The

physical and mental reactions from their experiences are

tremendous. The problem of the counselor who tries to

help s even more tremendous. The literature is

limited. The demands on the counselor are unlimited.

The subjects of this thesis are those boys. The prob-

lems tabulated are their problems.

Statement of the Problem

This thesis is based upon the counseling of these

overseas enliwted veterans 7and the iml)lications of such

counseling for education. The following d'te are dealt

with: military data about each individual, the personal

data of each individual, the family background of each

individual, and a history of his behavior and experiences.

The case histories used in this thesis raise many

questions: (1) Is there a definite pattern of predisposn

factors in so-called *war neuro is*? (2) At what age

are men most susceptible to wr neurosis"? (0 Is in-

telligence a factor in *war neurosis*? (4) Are the pre-



disposing factors in pr -army ife? the pr dssoos-

ing factors experiences or sesrnings that could be oor..

rected or prevent-d bi pro-,Der education in the ho.e and

school? (6 ) Prom what tydes of homes and communities do

these boys come ? (7 ) Are combet experiences or wounds

necesssry to develop war neurosis:91

these and many oth r quo tions are v.:Used by this

study. The answers to sal probably cannot be given, but

the compi ,tion of Cazie history data certs.inly will show

trends or lack at trends, in the various items co,iled.

The whole problem is: (1 ) ht are the backgrounds of ers..

listed overseas veterans with neurotic tendencies? ( )

do they hive these tendencies? (0) What will be the course

of those responsible tar the preparAion of Youth for life

in the light of these data?

Purpose of the Study

The purposes of this s ttidy re to assemble th e data

of the case histories of a lrge aMple of these m

to share them with those ho counsel veterans Gnd

who *dues e our youths Such a c,mpilstion of dsta should

point the way to prevent a repetition of this influx of

neurotic tondeneles in our youth under s res. To

whether the predisposing factors of these neuros;.s s.re

from the pre rmy life or caused purely by stress of war.
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Importance of the Study

The large number of case histories of one group of

the population offers an unusual opportunity to gain in-

formation for future counseling and for education f%r tis
future. If the l....rge number of neuropsychirAric casual-

ties and ner.lrotic reactions of our young men are traceable

to childhood and youthful experiences, then it is of utmost

importance for us to study these factors 2.31d see if we

can improve our techniques and correct the conditions that

have caused these tendencies in the yo,J.th of our nation,

These factors are important to the college and uni-

versities where a great number of these 4en are taking

advantage of the educational provisions of Public Law 16,

and Public Law 3,48, which is called the 0.I.B111. of Rights.

Any study of a statistically significant number of

veterans ought, also, to be important to the Veterans,

Administration Counseling and Guidance Program, since

to date, there luAre been no studies of large groups of

returned overseas veterans*

The value to the psychiatrist and psychologist is

self-evident* The use of the case history technique in

collecting the data fits into the psychological and psychi

ric approach. The accumulated data will give a picture,

of real significance to any one In the field, that can be

used in future counseling and psychotherapy.



Location of the Study

This study was made at the Army Ground Force-Service

Force Redistribution Station at Santa Barbara, California,

in the Psychological Section. The Redistribution Statioa

was a hotel-type installation, consi:Aing of the Biltmore,

Mar Monte, and Miramar Hotels.

The Psychological section of the Redistribution

Station was responsible for personnel consultant problems,

administering and interpretation, personality, aptitude

and clinical tests, assisting in the adjustment of the

individual, personal problems of a psychological nature,

and the administering of psychotherapy under the super-

vision of the Medical Processing Branch.

Number and Types of Cases

One thousand and sixteen case histories were com-

plete enough to u-e ia this study out of 13,648 enlisted

men passing through the station at the time the study was

made from October 1, l44, to June 31, 1945.

The dingnoses of the cases as made b, the station

Psychiatrists were as follows:

313 Anxiety States

330 Reactive Tension States

40 Constitutional Psychopathic States

3,0 Hysterics

40 Adult Maladjustments



20 Neurasthenics

za, !axed Neuroses

Total - i.8

Sources of Data

The sources of the (Lit,:i re the (1,--tie history work

sheets used in interviewing the men.

The returned overseas eali4ted an upon cAspietion of

his furlough home vv.s assigned to the Redistribution

St'Aion from seven to fourtwn thys, for rlessIficstion

and sssigawent. This process consisted ui your ,rtss

(1) a records and personnel interview (2) a complete phy

steal examintion (6 ) i c tssification and assignment in e

view (4 eight orientation ;.ectures.

The subjects were 1,016 enlisted men returned frau over-

seas, and some of them liberated prisoners inter-

viewed personally about psychological problems. These men

came for interview from tour sourcesi (1) Voluntary a a

result of orientAion lectures given by the psychologi

( ) Recommendation of some other enli-ted men who bad been

helped () Referral by psychi,trits in Medical Processing

Branch (4) Referral bI Personnel Technician Interviewers

in Classification 4nd Assignment Brane

a. Ap



Types of Cats

Army Serial Aum

Race

Ago

Civil in Occup t on

Kilitary 85)eciaLity

AppeNrance

Harmer

Referv,1

we Location

Months Overseas

Theat r of Operation

Harital StAus

B. Statement of Problems:

1. The Complaint Problem

2. Mature of Problem

History or Problem

C. Family and Social Bnvironment:

1. Persons in the Homes

a. Father

b. lather

C. Etep-p.r!rent:: if any

d. Sibling. -se and .5ox

o. Grand ts in home



f. Other reltives in home

g. Boarders ur other unrelL ed persons in home.

2. Home Attitudes

3. Control and Discipline in home

4. Cultural Sttctus of family

6. Economic status of family

8. Languo.ge spoken in home

7. Neighborhood

D. Physical Conditions and conditions related

adjwAent.

I. Developmental History

1. Intellectual Development

a. Test scores

Speechov reading defects

Educational History'

1. School progress

2. Educational Status

3. School adjustment

4. Educat unal plans and ambitio.

Economic History

1. Military

2. Occupational history

E. Vocational plans after demobilization

Legal History

1. Routine habits

a. Sleeping



b. eating

Recreation, bbies and interests

imagin-tive sat,sfactionS

a, day dream

b. nocturnal dreams

Sex Habits

a. eutoerotic behavior

b. heterosexual behavior

e homosexual behavior

Social Habits

Personality Adjustments

many items insufficient dt t5 we ed t

used in this study.

rocedures Used in the Study

The first contact with the men of the LAvtion wAs

ture ;dive;; to all men ray the psychologl,tli coiled

Be ormal The purposes of the lecture were& (1)

o give the men insight into their re, ction iter return

from comb.t, 0 to est.iblish rapport between. the psycholo-

git:t and the e (3) to explain the wor of the Psycholo-

gical Section, , vi p,e the ea of their freedom to clr,e 't

any time for hei. p, nd assure them that their proble s

mould not be included in their army recoras but be .ept

in confidence by the Psychologiat

Bach p4chologlr,t h- an interviewing room which was

furnished in complete contr_st Ay 'tray office, Army
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office equi3aent as not used. The furnishings of the psy-

cholo -st's office were '',Ioverstu"-fed chair, cafortab1e

davenport a S;;Janish c:edeaza desa L.Id chair u match, an

oriental rg, -and an attr,otIve o sainting. The entire

room was restful in appearance.

The m311 171-10 wihd to be helped reported to the

Office ,`4ecretary, who to his a_ime and showed hti the wait-

ing room, which had comfortab chairs and reading materi-

al The Secretary then siJcured the m lit,ry Aid physical

records of the man and gave them to the psychologist before

the interview. These records consisted of the Classi

cation Card, the Personnel Iatervieweris or sneets the

Service Record, and the gedic.a Profile.

is soon as the psychologist was- free, the secretary

called-in the man. After greeting the men, the psycho-

logist invited him into the interview room, and the follow-

ing procedure was followed& ,Preliminary conversation was

informal and often based on some observable Quint of

contact. It is found advisable to use a case history

work sheet. If the case objects to a written record

is explained away on the b;sis of the number of cases

seen and the possibility of setting stories mixed unless

notes are taken. The case is also reassured that any-.

thing the slightest it confidential will be put down in

a private system of abbreviation and will. not be read-
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able by others, e A.A Is osm.ed hi noase age, and liAe

data. he i5 then z-sli.ed wh,,t c,.tme to see the sycholo-

git.t about, iiegaratess of wheti:er his statements re con-

cealing the real LJrobl.ew, the poichelogi,t 1.1tens car::

iy anti ai",teudve.14 ain note, Interrupting rarely

only to Ca ( 00we

Atter ti4e caze ta1 iulLelf out, the ycholoit
inforws his that oe Eibarrassiat, questions aay b.

necesary to the ihole ,dcture, ..)ut rure lam that they

will be 6.ept conZideatil nd ass him if he Ashes to

continue with the intefvlew. he is then asAed .bout his

family, hoe phyzdcal hi6-tory, educaLional hiA,or

work history, recreation, appetite, and sleeping habits.

This leads to the drea,t1 the man which .are genrally

signiAcant. After lLtening to the recitLil of dre,ms,

the psychologist ,s,k if ;e had certain b.%sic types of

dreams zd ith what variations. This is followed Iv ex-

amination of his amo':4 love, and fear behvior. Sex

behavior is the next logical step. By this tie the case

seems to ue convinced thAt the ciologist ',mows a rea

deal about him anywiy anu generally tells al t has been

observed that until the case tells of his sex experieneys,

fears, and guilts, the real story of his roblem does not

emerge. Lzj tunes after a recital of sexual behavior

the case reveals unsuIlected and, at times, serious pro-

blems. After the czse history is completed the ir is
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encouraged t examine the things he has exposed and t

them out more fully with the psychologist. This tali .

continues until there is evidence of ins ht and rel e

This is the first step of the psychotherapeutic procedure.

The basic concept of psychotherapy s re-education is kept

constnt y in mind.

In tension st.tes :nd niet ttes d in soe othe

neuroses, whether the trouble is m-nifested by trers,

swe;ty palms, insouni., butt e dreams or nsuses the

mere catharsis of case history interview reveals the

cause but does not stop the symptoms.

In order to stoi the sy luptos it kLxs been fou d nee-

essA'y to conform to the followin- procecKre called

relaxation therapy:

The vtiont is asked if k: will take a few simple

tes ts and is given one or to simple suggestion tets.

Aeurdless of the ..ection, the tient is told. that the

results show that gotiething now will Y,'ork in clering up

his trouble.

The patient is asked it he will sit in a comfortA,le

arm :chair and t bten up every muscle in his body as tight-

ly as it is possible to do. After having laUSCIO3 tensed for-

about thirty seconds, he is told st,) let go c:Jmpletely,

back his bed, compietely relax. He is then told

to close his eyes, and the psychologit gent ouches his
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forehead asking his in a very quiet, isom)tonous voice to

think of relaxing and that the tenseness is flowing from

his forehead into the fingers of the psychologist. With-

out lifting his hands the psychologist moves them slowly

o each side of the case's body, -;sing the patient to

think of each section of the body releasing and relaxing

under the fingers of the psychologist and finally flowing

out of the toes and fingertips.

Then the psychologit places the patient's hands

irns up and asks him to tense the hands so that they

are really antenna letting all the tenseness flow out.

Constantly talking in a very low voice, the psychologist

reviews the problems and THE PkTIET'S ER VIWOINT DP

if 5 PROW4EM, saying th:t no longer is there any necessity

for the hands to shake or sweat or for the nausea or

whatever symptoms he had to remain. Then the patient is

told not to move under any circumstances, and is left in

the room in that same position for three to five minutes,

when he is told to waken and look at his hnnds. They

are dry and not shaking, an the look of surprise and

gratitude is heart rending.

The patient then is told to repeat the perforance

five times each day b, himself and to came oack to the

psychologist for further treatment for three days. He

s also told, that each night he should take a 4.114,



not hot, not cold, tub ett, e.ed so for about tea

nuts with orley be_d ,cove the water, beat himself

dry with a toeel and go to bed d rectly* to teme

hi a muscles when he gets in bee', as he ,d .t he ozfice

of the eeychologe t and then relax, to iwegine the Lee

of t e esec;ioeogi,. trting t the heed and all tenure

i.teeeag eloel eut o the o.. The tient will

generaL.y find thet ee hs gone to aiee p be ore cemplet-

ing the relexatioe end tht tie i.LL sleep soundly ead not

hAre any dreees.

TLi technique is veried with difiereat ace

mptome, eech as etutter ng tics, pare yele

ere demonetxeeLeu to be of -yebsegettetic origin.
In deafness, it net an to use aercoeynthesie

nee hypnosis is not eiJj ;i witrut the eee

the voice*

The technique used i to heve doctor ivo ap.. ro

metely 10 ee4 of Laaium eentethol,

is asleep awax,en hie zarl

eaychologiet* After tested the tiet

eefnees*

d and

is cde to re-live the lacideet thet cued

His ear are

is told 'Cr t

cured and e

Velen the

r4ed eith cold-proc

deetnes bs disap:d

4

t be sent into eayeore 0-41:KA situations,

are oft, the p chologist ceneeln-es tele a
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and the patient hears; when he is fully conscious, he is

Still hearing.

In eauresis tics, and siti1r cases of as chosos,tic

origin he causative factors sre Oscit infsnc- flct the

beat psoceiure is hypnosis* The case general cs,nnot

bring bacK to bi conscious m(vcory the ctuai. causative

incident. The itteat is msde to re-live his infsacy snd

iiill aesuae an infantile sleeslas position. ssny times

the patient will swAtea when he comes to the sre of

the cause. This gives clue IsIsich eneraL1y can

rained by the p 44cuts of the case* On the next

sis the psychologist guides the pstient through the a-

tive incident, A21 in the majority of cases the enuresis

eill be stopped st once0

All psychotherapy of the cases in this study given

by the psychologist wss under supervision of ry doctors*

Limitations of the Study

It w s impossible to obtain from a 1 vetersus

ing through the Redistribution Ststion data of such per-

sonal nature :13 used in this study. Ssch data are ob-

tainable onLy through case history interviess; on most

items included in the study, this ises comparisons sixth

the entire group an impossibility.
Another timitstion is that nisch of the &ta is the

personal evaluation of the man involvs ,s to hi 1iaes
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and dislikes, his home conditions, bla family's economic

status, etc.. The case history tcchnique tends ti empha-

size the man's evaluation and insight into his own situation

rather than a statist al c mp-ri



CHAPTER II

ST0DIE6 UI LR AEURa6E8

This study of neurotic groups of satiated nen with

overses service is of gre.tt importance to our national

life. Since World War I the recognition of the )roblem

of neuropsychiAric cs.suhlties has been growing teadi

The cost of cring for World W-r I neuropsychietric

C3 has averaged around ilao,,Joo each. When the num

of such patients is considered a reathation of the

mi)ortance to the nAion from an economic point of view,

as well as the Loss to our nationA. life of the potentials

of these men it they had not been 41enta caswaties, may

be seen.

To quote Weider ad assocites;

Each person with a neuropsychi tric disorder
revealed sub to induction costs the govern-
ment #00,0 5,0O0, that twentr.seven hosoit6
with .t capacity for 3;5,000 patients are devoted to
the care of veterans trom the fir-t world
neuropsychiatric disorders, that approxixately a
billion dollars has been spent on the cure of them,
patients and that 60 iler cent of all ex-members
of milita.ry services re,uiring hospitalisation are
admitted for neurogsichitric disabilities sire facts
which have been repeatedly prer,eated in the literature

figures are quoted by Lnights

,....08,000 neoropsychiatric casuLilties -.OS per
cent of all living World tar casualties of what-
ever xind---are still being cared for in %Teter:Lust
Uos4tals in this country; and the averge cost of

der, A., Mittelman% echsler, D., Wolff, 4410

ell Selectee Ind n1. 44044,, vol. 124, p. 224,
44.
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tment from onset of the neer 1 death
509000 per petient. e

In World War I our eentel cesuelties %ere less

than those of our elliee, by reeson of r ection of aany

men by induct-on boards for neweoesychietric reesens.

Weider and asseci,tas make this very lein to the fellow-

ing quotation:

As the result of the wore of neuropsychlutric
boards in the United Stet the Americen lixpedi-
tionary Force Warld I had a far smaller eer
ceentage of nervous end wental casualties three did
the ermies of our allies. Even so, 11e4137 neuro-
psychiatric casualties occurred in the Army from
April 1, 1917 to December 31, 1919 at e rete of
26 per thousand. It has been estimeted, further-
more, t t had it not been for the pa/chi...trio se-
lection process 40,000 more casualties of this type
would have occurred in our ferces. Nu smell wonder
that the editors of the volume on aeuropsychiatry
of the Bistory of the bilee:icel Dee_rteent of the
United Stetes Army would have been advismble to re-
ject totally all mentally unfit individuals at the
drert boards rather then to h_ve selected sees of
them for full. or even limited service.

Boweaa in his studs recommended much re4ter cau-

tion in the preliminary neeropaychietric exeminetion of

inductess and the use of 11 eossibie previous records.
Bowman wrote:

litany of these neuropsyehi,tric cusuelties
could have been prevented, if a careful screene
ng had been mede at induction. Practiceily every

ulj 4
Weider, A., ,ieteleann, B, Wechaier, D., wrr H.0.,

cit..

'The Treatment of ?sychonsuroses of War",
ennj4er c4049, pp. 148-155 vol. 7, No.



study fosnd th.,t the ,firedisposing faysors of
the so-celled *war neuroses* are in a ma ority of
cases found n pre army life. 4

Weider sad assocl'i write:

19

be v,:st m ority of persons o show evidence
of difficulty in sdjustment of *break down* tinder

e circumst4oce: of civil life cAs be expedted to
*brsax" under the circumst. :ices of militsry life.
Bence a procedure which would *screen out* the bo
Merlins end proved insdequsts before in4uct10a
mould lessen the incidence of Illness in the armed
forces. To detect such persons is desirable beez.use
neuropsycbistric Gad psychosomstic disorders Issve
beco24 importsnt milit,ry erobleas. fsrtheraore,
because of a paucity of neuroslais,tri,,ts, devices
that are time sad energy s,ving essential. $

Rosenberg sad Lambert
d
in a study of k00 consecutive

case histories at soldiers dischsrged frosi Co ;sp Lee

Virginia on diagnosis of psychoneurosis found that 85

er cent had symptoms before induction.

Miller ia his study of neuroses la war recognized

Tedispositisa of neuroses in our army and says:

Men who ,sse liabse to bres4don Bat frequently
be detected during enlistment. since the treat-
ment of psychological disorders, as conpsr4d with
others, toads to be dis9roportionately costly and
difficult )ro :axis 'dos corres-ondiagly ievort,sat

4. owseitaiat4 X.8.., chiatric Examination of Ap-Aicants in
Armed Forces*, Mag., vol. 1, p. 21B, March 1941.
5. Weider, A., Mitt s, Bp, echsler, D., Wolff, E.G.,
op* cit., p. 2L8*
8. Rosenberg, Ss:., and Lambert, R.E., *Auslysis of Cert n
Factors in Eistories, of 200 Soldiers Discharge .free the
Army for Beurodsychistric Dissbilities*, ?sYehl::At.
vol. 99, p. 184 194 .
7. miller, E., *09110114 ila 1a4o 23.
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The predisposition in pre- currs in

study after study:

The reaction to \a'r is seen to be a repetition
of old reactions to previous conflicts. There ;,:re
no great :esistances against the release of the old
situation. Hence our therapeutic achievements Ire
frequently more than a. removal or recently developed
anxiety but often include an unexpected beneficial
reorientation of the total personality, 8

Wender says:

The ground for neurotic behavior is laid early
in life, commencing with the Oedipus situation,
followed by sibling rivalry, then by maladjustment
in school, etc. Thus ve see that as the group
becomes larger and the requirements of adjustment
more complicated, the neurotic manifestations be-
come more severe. 9

Sutherland arrives at a similar figure when he

found out of one hundred men suffering from psychoneuro-

sis folowing combat, t t eighty of them hid previous

tendencies and traits of emotionFal instability, Thirty-

six of his cases of the *war neuroses* were merely lig-

isavation of previous psychoneurosis and thirty-three

were associated with a definite predisposition to break-

down. Eleven others were emotionally and temperament-

ally unstable.

Schwab and associates in a study of enlisted navy

8. Orinker, R "Treatment of War Neuroses*, ax46
vol. 126, No. 30 p. 145, September 16, 1944.
9. Wender, L., *Group Psychotherapy*, 2111 Weak ugru.,
vol. 14, p. 709, 1940.
10. Sutherland, J.D., "A Survey of One Hundred Cases of
War Neuroses", vol. 2, p. 365, 1941.
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personnel hve fcrd thst, in neurosee develoelne a

exeosure to cambt, hltary af erevious psychoneurotic

symptoms exietine before comb ,t s itu_tIn existed in 80

per cent of the To quote them:

1104tupas at 2_
euseeeljja pith the foreeolne case history as a
prototype, And taking into consideration others
that ere similes* to it, a definition can be con-
structed for the purposes of dellatstien es well
as cherecterization of the concept of *psychopethic
personality*. The fe.tures Vest etend out
cheracterietic of thia eersan ere:

L. Peychopethic treads in the t:unity history.
2. A Ustory of ineteollity running threegh

the whole ad,luxtmeat pe,21ed ef the patient himself
end chereeteFieed )41.1s,A.ily by emotional lability,

cansistent lack of ability or desire to etick to
aa established adjustment setting for any length of
time.

34 The eelaodic exageertiens of these diffi-
culties, perticularly in reletion to stresses and
streins.

4. Certein conditions that exited in the eee
social background of the p tient which have tended
to exaggerate or modify his earticuler weakness,

5. Certain assets euch es good initial adjuet-
meat to new eituations, and a number of positive
personality chsracteristics which, if they hed more
stability, could have rendered his ealte socceeisfel.

8. Yinally, nermel intelligence level, which
would elimlaete the possibility of a lace of reali-
zation of the coneequences- as the tsein reeean for
the di:ficulty.

The moat com_on syndrome encountered is that
of anxiety neurosis, eith the ebsence cf repetitive
anxiety dreems, and the atrtie reaction. Depvls
sive reactions, hysterical p;Aralyses, and blineeess,
obsessive and compulsive symptoms, had neurasthenia
are not seen infreeuently. The ptiente usually
have a pct history of similar eymptoms which. appear
more freeuentle or in an exaggeveted form upon
induction into the Armed Forces. It seees that con-
flict between desire and dety, the militery disci-
pline had routines, fld the seeeration from famlye
with its etieoli of nimal intensity cen erecipitete
symptoms, in the ex *rim-total situetion ti eee eatients



ehow reectiene of greater inteitj ead daretie
when records ere mede of ventilatioes bee,rt rt
Teasels teneion. 11

The authorities ere nezr1j unanimous on the predis-

position of neuroses In pre-eray lire*\ To Quote

few more:

Sargent says:

This is not to deny the importence of ousti -
tutional rectors, even in this latter group of ceeess
cspred to an averege populetions they would allost
certainly shoe ed excessive proportiou of *en who
Lad suffered from nervous traub'..eo in eeriier Ur.,
and an excessive fr suttee, of psychiatric disorder
in the nearer blood relatives. 12

Zolfo, in his articles sJys:

In young pers,:ons, U aLLy unaarried, in hem
the anxiety al..te derives fr." szach thing as the
earLy separation from pereutel protections emationel
imaeturity and dependency, the eatisfection of
being returned hone agAn expecieaclue the pleasures
of pereatal love night easily produce regression
ad retentien al intOi. i
From a Lr Dept. Technicee Aenual:

dieordees* excluUlag tho ,e or orgenic
origins are thought of as fellere to effect hAr
monious adjuateent. The symptoms manifeeteds no
eatter hoe grotesque, fenteetics or seewengly
inexplicable, are evolved tram eeteriels eemeehere
in the individual's mantel paat. U4A14144 is created.
Every mental fact has its efficient cease in au
ntecedent aantal et,tes end every bit o. eenduet
is an end product conditioned by whet h gone be-
fore end out of which it Issues* This is t _e lw

U. Schwab, LS., Fine
study of Treumetic h

12. argent,
Julys 6, la4c4.
la* Zeliges %Sp
September 1044.

er, and 8rtzier, A.A.B.1
roses :dieted Lvy Pereenee
94
r Neuroeesas 214gAllineets p. Is

vol 6, p. 1720uroseens
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of determinism.
The basic factors involved are heredity and en-

vironment; by environment is meant the sum of the
individualle conditionings and life experiences.
}Io much either of these is a factor cannot be es-
tablished at the present time. The increasing be-
lief is that heredity has been overemphasized. The
present-dDy opinion is that improper early mental
hygiene or improper guidance is the cause of many of
the psychologic problems that ere generally held
to be of hereditary origin. Thus the conclusion
which may be drawn is that the symptoms of a psycho-
sis depend upon the mental makeup of the individual,
the character of his mental trende, end hie develoe-
mental history. 14

The British have found studies during the var

mi/ar conclusions:

Of 100 psychiatric casualties received from the
Normandy beach-head during the first ten days of the
campaign, 8 were severe chronic neurotics, 5 could
be regarded as cases of pure physical exhaustion,
were schizophrenics, and the rest vere men with his-
tory of childhood neurosis who had adjusted super-
ficially in maturity but' gave way under severe stress.

One of the predisposing factors which is outstanding

in most studies is the home and mother. Americans ar

predisposed to psychoneurotic difficulties because of

factor more than any other one thing.

Henderson and Moore in their study describe this in

detail, so vividly that the following excerpts from their

paper are included:

From the early history of these patients it as
found that 65 per cent hid bitten their fingernails

14. War Dept, Tech. Manual, TA 6-325, "Outline of Neuro-
psychiatry in Aviation Medicine", p. 267, 1944.
I.S. Anderson, C. wilsychiatric Casu It/es from the Nor-
ma dy Beach-Head", Da p. 220., Aug.12, 1944.
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when young and the majority of them had continued
this habit up to the time of admission. Five per
cent had begun biting their nails after entering the
combat zone. This findene correlated over 95 per
cent with anxiety symptoms. Enuresis in childhood
had occurred in 15 per cent, but few had developed
this symptom as the result of combst. There ees no
speciA relation of bedwetting to the particular
s choneurosis that the pstient lter developed.

Walking and talking during sleep had occurred in
20 per cent of the cases and persisted in a few up
to the time of admission. This was limited to
those who developed hysteria.

0 a a . a

ightmares occurred aisseet universally among
these p,tients, even after they had been evacuated
to a place of safety, and they -Aare severe enough
to wake them. The patients reported that in their
dreams they waze terrified and often felt p..raiyzed.

0 S a a a 0 0

Repetitive dreams of combat sere absent only
in the psychotic petients and in a few of the mark-
edly hysterical patients who cold not remember vhat
they had dremed.

. ,

Previous mention has been made of the frequency
with ehich these eetients came fro: broken or dis-
torted homes, and ee re-emphasize the opinion
that this is the most important of all the pred
posing factors that have been analyzed.

In studying the home background of the patients
a certain patern became apparent. The mother was
found to stand out. She wes uaually a *nervous
woman" and had often had a nervous breakdown but was
rarely hospitalised for it. She was eesily excit-
able and quickly *went to pieces* under stress.

She tended to worry, perticulerly about her
children, and to be overly concerned about them.
For example, most of the mothers had welted up
for their boys to come in .t night up to the time
that they entered the service. The father seemed
to be in the background. He was away at work much
of the time, and when he was et -home it appeared
that he was not much interested in or affectionate
toward the children. About half the fathers drank
to excess. From these observations the following
interpretetion is made: The mother is an immature
person who feels herself insecure and in her marria
tends to establish a childish dependent relation to
her husband. This, soiehow, is not successful;



the reason Is not clear. It may be that the
husband is also trying to establish a childish
dependent reition to his wife as indicated by
the frequency of alcoholism. The mother accordingly
meees eany cemeromises but remains insecure and
identifies herself strongly with her children,
Along with her insecurity she also vaguely senses
th-t the world is hostile. Her subconscious think-
ing may then run along these liness "If the world
is bigger than I it may overwhelm me; it is
hostile. I shall therefore feel hostile toward
it." or, "If the world is hostile, then I can
make no attachment to it, therefore I shall maze
a doubly strong ateachment to my children." 8o
it may be thet she and her children come to form a
unit and feel together, relativeLy helpless in a
hostile world. They are unable to do anything
about this except to suffer and to repress their
naturel counter hostility. The chief result of
this is that the mother and the child never learn
to deal with hostility, perticul-rly the child,
who later becomes a eetient.

As previously mentioned, the father was in
the backgruune moat of the time. When ne was
drineing, however, there frequently occurred an
explosion of verbal and often physical ,hue, to
which the mother usually reicted by an atAtude
of hopelessness and defeat* with fe:_rfuiass and anx-
iety in the interva"Ls. In this way the acceptance
of the overwhelming nature of hostiLity may have
become established in the patient along with the
necessity to avoid it.

In etudying the relutions between the patient
and his nether, these points come out again and
again, and are corroborated by the letters the mother
sometimes writes to her son who is in combt.
Often her letters are anxiety laden and disturb
him accordingly, Without denying the possibility
that this is a ie,terel rection on the part of any
mother ehoee son hes gone forth to bettic end may
be eiled, it is a fact, vouchsafed by meny that
when he went into combat he eas more worried about
the situetion at hoe---as it had been relayed to
him by his mother---than he was ebout himself.

This vicious emotional cycle in the famUy
set-up se.s repeatedly desceibed and in nearly
every case e mutually dependent neurotic relation
eeieted beteetee mother an6 child. The mother, in
view of this emotional need, uncensciously tended to
perpetuate this relation and thus attempted to
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prevent the eon's growing up, since in doing so he would
outgrow his need for her. Such a loss seems to be as great
as though, she had lost a part of herself. It is this
child-to-child relation that she understands best and that
holds the least danger from her point of view. The child
growing up and breaking away thus becomes 4 hostile act.
But the mother omot express her counter-hostility, for
this would more surely lead to the loss of what she is
trying to hold. This situation leaves little room for
either hostility or love, the latter of which on the mother's
part would move her in the direction of aiding the child to
develop into an independent adult. This inhibited emotional
energy seems to find a common outlet in worry and concern.
In the light of this situation, the child remains immature,
insecure and dependent and reflects the mother's shortcomings.
Re does not ace lire security within himself. He can attain
adulthood only by breaking his mother's hold (reoellion).
Attempts in this direction Produce such pain and suffering
on the mother's part and lead to situations where he feels
such insecurity and anxiety that he comes into the service
with the fundamentals of this interdependent relation still
essentially unchanged, not having dealt with his stronger
forces - -- having lived a life chiefly receptive and more
identified with his mother than with his father. Thus, it
would appear tea':* in the combat situation. oeing oriented
toward life in a receptive way, he Is more concerned with
what is coming at him from the enemy than with *hat he is
sending toward the enemy. The conscious complaints and
the dreams of these patients were universally passive and
receptive---"bombs falling on me"--Abeing °Weed by a shell"
"shooting at me"---eto. lb

From the pscyhoanalytical point of view, Simmel explains
these predisposing factors as follows;

We should bear in mina that the super-ego, although
functioning as the antra- mental representative of society,
has only become so through the mediation of our internalized
parents. Therefore,

16. Henderson, J. 3., and Moore, M., "The Psychoneuroses
of War", 211 New Em. Jrnl. of mu., 230, p.273, March
9, 1944.



if society, i.e. a lation, as an external represen-
tative of our super-ego, decides to go to vox, this
does not imply tirA under normal conditions, our
inner parental super-ego, allos such collecte
cannibaliotic regression to be followed by a corres-
goading regression of our individual ego. On the
contrary, it hellos the ego to test the ctv-aged,
extrnal reality and becme LIdapted to it, by
strengthening its inner position and defences.

The wv a soldier is indoctrinated into mil
tary life shoes clearly this tendency to have the
soldier regress to the reintionship to his superior
officers. As an example, I tive to refer only as
to bow the new recruit is trained in aAn his
bed correctly, at if final victory depends on
whether it LA mooth or wrinkled* Indeed, 1picu%gie,
which preterved the liAent meaning of forgotten
concepts, proves the correctness of my assumption*

The t rm for fighting unit which, up to this
war, was a basic force of every army is the infantry.
Infantry design...tetl group of in!:ants* I found
out about this in the dreams of my ptients, end
a cos in an etymological dictionary.

Th. child-prent relationship gives the sol-
dier in his relationship to his superiors all those
advantages of the child, which we h:,:vs observed in
beibed areas. It makes him feel secure and even
immune against the fear of death, as long as he feels
secure in the lovethat is--in the appreciation of
his superior.

The soldier's lack of personal object love
is compensated for by identification love, which
blinds him libidinally to his leaders and his t%42i-
rades. Wearing the genitors,' is the symbolic mani
test,tion or a unity which represeats him and which
is represented by him. This narcissistic-libidinal
entity is reflected in the group spirit.

It depends upon the degree of maturity of the
soldier's super-ego* if and to what degree his ego
can withstand narcissistic injuries without disire.
tegration of its 4ental system.

Soldiers are mentally predisposed to nzxcissi
traumata if, before entering the vilitary service,
they still have been carrying in their unconscious
the residues of an unsolved Oedipus conflict.
Many of them did not show manife.t neurotic. symptoms
in civilian life. These men hal managed to zive
themselves from such symptoms by 'acting outs
their unconscious, infantile tendencies. An irration.

trend in their lives h4 created for the and

tie
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their environment an atmosphere of "neurotic misery*,
They suffered because they found themselves entang-
led in unhappy love reletionshies or in seemingly
unsolvibie conflicts with their ty rents or their
co-workers, For this c tegory of soldiers, going
to ar meant relief from civilian misery. It is
understandable that they are inclined to volunteer
for war services..

To the prediseosed, war represents the acute
alization of the original Oedipus situations Their
country symbolized the mother, and the enemy the
father. 17

There are many rens why the eer precipitates

neuroses; the routine monotony end segimentation of army

life aggravates what neurotic tendencies are present in

the personality of the individual. Sosie of the reesons

for the precipitation of neuroses of the Army are shown

in a book used fret.uently in Army orienttion courses and

written by a committee of the National. Research Council.:

In a Deeocratic, civilian army, millions of
en are suddenly, abruptly thrown into 'a new way
of ife. It is in many ways e tough life.

Men, used to going their own weys, choosing
their own jobs, assoct .tes, neckties, times for
going to bed, now have to follow military orders
about all thee things.

Men accustomed to a comfortable litter of be-
longings around them, find the bere neatness of
policed barracks hard to get used to. Those used
to steam heat, warm shower baths, and breakfast
eggs cooked just three and a half minutes at lome,
may be pretty uncomfortable when they have to put
up with a bed on the ground and cold water for
shaves.

There is, moreover, no privacy in the Army.
If a man oversleeps and his corporal dumps him out
of his bunk, the whole compeny knows about it. If
he looks at his girl's photograeh a lot, they
know that too. The business of living in a gold-fish

17. Simnel, Ernst, *War Neuroses", pp. 227-234, Peercle
ene;yele Todey, New York, International University
Press, 1944.
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bowl and having to tae razzing -from his fellow
soldiers is about the h_rdest thing for a sensitive
recruit to get used to.

Not every maup of course, meete hardships for
the first time when he goes into the Army. Some
heap alown.hunger and cold and herd eork, Some
never saw a flush toilet or shower bath before
they got to camp; some never had a good squere
meal; well cooked. ;!or them, the Army is providing_
luxuries.

But farmer,- lewyer, bunker, section hand, college
an or man of little schoaiing--they all must ad-

just themeelves to an entirely new w..y of living.
AU. must learn new hebite. 18

The army life itself is the definite precipitating

factor rather than combat. Civilians eh° are in their

homes do not become aS neurotic under combet conditions

as the soldiers who are away from their homes.

Strecker notes thisi

t is important to note that there has been
a definite difference in the Army and in civilian
life. I think there will be no change in the nu*.
ber of neuropsychletric cesualtiee in the armed for-
ces. As ;,.4 result of bombing in England, in London,
Liverpool, Coventry, Plysiouth and other places,
it appears thet functional symptoes in civilians are
quite rare and constitute less than 2 per cent of
the hospital admissions. Here Le live an impor-
tant fact which needs thorough consideration by
the students of psychosomatic medicine. Lvidently,
even though the stress and strain are greet, if
the human being is not away tom his home and from
those whom he loves and who love him, he does not
succumb to "shell shock". This means that he
retains a protective measure of security. 19

Morale of the unit in which the man is assigned is

always one of the factors. Units eith good morale lvve

117railiiiie of National Re .rch Council, kg Psech4ogy
mag Aghtiwi alma, 1944, p. 283.

19. Strecker, Eat., "The Leaven of Psychosomatic Medicine
An MAU Atetigiv42. 4edile11301 vol. 18, p. 736, 1943.
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fewer neuropsychi tric casualties than units there the

morale is poor.

At-a meeting of the section of Psychiatry (Royal Soci

ety of Medicine) on May 9, with East in the chair as use

cussion on MO6E, 6toices suggested*

The individual is governed from moment to
moment by a balance between the herd or group in-
stinct and the ego inetincts---self pre*ervation
nutrition, and sex. The balance may, at any given
moment, be the result of .'qvtegonism, syneily or
compromise bet en these instincts, nd hence is
variable; and the outcome therefore varies from
time to time. Thus there is rise in the incidence
of neurosis in times of economic stress; and thee
are more cases of neurotic breedown in units
with bad morale than in those ehere morale is
good. 20

There seems to be little difference between so-called

"war neuroses" and the standard classificaUons of neuroses

as used in civilian life

However, the nnme wr neuroses which is used more

commonly in this war rather than *shell shock" which as

the popular diagnosis in the World War I.

Knight believes*

The psyohoneuroses of --tr are identical_ with' the
traunu,tic neuroses of civil life exce)t for the char-
acter of the trauma. They were called "shell shock"
during most of World War It a, term coined by a
British patholoei t, Col. Frederick Mott, who re-
garded them as organic conditions i:rod.2ced by IiiinUte
petechial hemorrhages of the brain. It s finally
realized that a very small percentage of cases had
any such petechial hemorrheges, and indeed that
many so-called "shell shock" cases had never been

O. From report, of meeting of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine. mia 4an9et,, 1944.
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near an exploding shell. So this term has been
discarded and the designation *war neurosis* or
*traumatic neurosis of war" is the approved term. 21

Murray says;

There are also large numbers of men who have
cowpleted a prescr b d tour of duty in the theaters
of operation and who, pursuant to War Department
policies, are rotated back to this coustry. A
certain percent, e of these men show evidences of
persistent symptoms akin to those common in civilian
psychoneurotic illness. It is clearly evident that
the problem of the care of these men is a most
important and pressing one and that our programs
for this care will soon need to be fully developed.

The term neurosis or psychoneurosis ordinarily
denotes the presence of symptsms which are basic-
ally dependent on unconscious conflicts which arose
early in childhood. a

Dr. Slater and a group from an English Medical

Service Neurological unit say*

The psychopsthology or war neuroses is more
compi x than has been described by some writers who
gained their experience in the last war. Apart
from the nature of the precipitating agent, the
structure of the cases seen so far, especially late
cases with much anxiety and depression, has resem-
bled that of the occupation and post-traumatic
neuroses of peace. 23

The occurrence of these classifications of neuro-

psychiatric symptoms are ample proof that Nwar neuroses*

are erely commonly recognised neuroses precipitated by

war situation, with definite result of predisposing

21. Eni ht, R.P., op. cit., p 148.
22, Murray, J.M., *Psychiatric Evaluation of Those Return-
ing from Combat*, gall., Av4.410., vol. 128, No. 3, p. 148,
September 1944.
23. Slater, E., Sargant W. Rill,D Debenham$0., *Treat
ment of War Neuroses*, p. 19?, 1941.
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tendencies in the life history of the case. The war

seems to bring these predisosing tendencies to the surface

h the result of our present neuropsychiatric problem.

Strecker says:

I think I way predict with afety that the neuro-
psychiatric problem eventuating from this lin, will
be much gre!,ter than from the previous one.

As you kno', these casualties will be largely
osychoneurotic. They will consist of "shell shock?'
conversion hysteria), neurasthenia, anxiety neur-

oses, and a relatively smaller number of psychoses.
In other words, a very 1.irge majority of the casual-
ties will consist of functional symptoms, that is,
there will be demonstrated again on A massive scale
the close entwining or body and mind and there will
be clinic,t1 examples th-.t properly fall ,Ithin the
domain of psychosomstic medicine.

Reports would already indicate that a very
numbe of functional symptoms are within the g stro-
intestinal field. Furthermore, there have been
definite indications that sometimes anxiety is Liroduc-
tive of structural pathology, 'Jell-laps chiefly peptic
ulcer, 24

The types of cases found in other fleet

this prevalence of civilian type neuroses.

In the study of Henderson and Moore ;ve r'indt

The importance of the problem of psychoneuro-
sis in war is reflected in the fact that the num-
ber of neuropsychi,.tric cases rose from 12 to 17
per cent of total Admissions during the first four
months the hospital was in operation, Furthermore,
an additional 6 per cent of cses -ere transferred
to the lieuropsychiatric Service within the hospital
as the result of consultations that revealed con
current neuroprychi:itric disorders. Thus, the
neuropsychiatric cases among the total admissions
ounted to 23 per cent, or approximately 1 case out

of

2171177;0413, to, op. 40.
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The term sr neuroelso is not used here since
we hove C04146 to believe that a clerer picture of
the neurotic reaction is obtained free the st
and clussification. in most of these cues it ap-
peared that the hyeterical mechanitm wes essenti-
ally a means of lemobilizing auxiety by converting

into a semptee that resulted in reietive freedom
from anxiety at the expense of loss of physical or
wental function. This process ees seldom complete,
o that an ciiture of anxiete laid hysteria was
often found in the ke vtient. In arriving et
diagnosis hyetericel reactions were emphatized be.
cause they appeared to be of more serious i port
than othaee and affected the prognosis accordingly
It is interesting to note that tee perceutage of
cases with anxiety neurosis was orleinally higher
and continued so until recentiy, when a group of
70 estient ,rrived. Half or these were Army patients
and over lueaf ef them eere found to have hysteria,
many of the giving a history of severe eaaesfa, which
in some cases persisted on admission. 25

night finds simiLar evidence, but his predictions

did not conside the vest number to whom army Life

alone, not combat, was the precipiteting factors

A wide renge of eeeichiatric conditions fall
under this ceteory---in fact, practically every
functional psychiatric condition seen in peace time.
It is expected that the neuroses of the wsr will be
similar to those of 144-18 except that, because
of the wore terrifying cembet conditions of this w-r
due to aerial bombing and eecIanized 'A,;rare,
more anxiety st..te a eere Icipeted; and, ;,long
with the peace-time trends, reefer hysterias end
more psychosomA c conditions such as peptic ulcer,
hypertension, effort eyndreme an ustro-intesti-
nal organ neuroses might De expected. 6

The psychaenalyet desc;lbes symeteeatology simi-

larlyt

I saw about two thouaand war neurotics-

enderson, J.5 and Itoo
204 might, R.P., op. cit., p. 149

op. cit.,



of them I treated myself with a combinst on of
psychosnslysis and hypnosis* Their *ss smatology
might be described summarily as ego impairments which
made it imsossible for the soldier to continue
attending to his military duties. fissstic or
paretic conditions of the entire suseuiar systes
or parts of it (legs or arms), impaired to lesser
or greeter degree the soldier's ability to move*
This imosirment.of the musculsr system very often,
representsd itself, also, in the fors of csmoolsives
involuntary body msvesents or body postures* The
functioning of orgsns becsme disturbed, the use of
which emsble the individusl to tistsin his contset
eith the ehviromental sorld, :or szsmpls spsec
disturbances, raging from spastic stammering to
complete mutism;---and disturbance of vision
hearing, from over-sensitiveness to light and sound
to complete blindness and desfness. iiany soldiers
were stricken by esileptiform attacks which preci-
pitated seizure of unconsciousness associated with
cramplike, more or less uncoordinated movements of
the arms and legs, Disturoances in the intellec-
tual sphere manifested themselves in the loss of
selected faculties, such as reading, reckoning,
and particularly in the disturbance of the memory
functions, fresuently resulting in total smnesia.

The essential sysiptsms common to all cases
deserving the name of *sr neuroses, wss s generel
emotional instability and irritsbility, a tsndsncy
to emotional outburst prticulsrly of rsge---ssad
a characteristic sleep disturbance due to torment-
Lag dreams repeating the terrirying wsr experience
often associated sith a tendency to '4ct vehement-
ly while still sleeping, (omnambulism ). 1

The tretent of the neuroses precipitated by .a

one of the sroblems of all, those interested in siental

illness.

The war has also brsught forth a new unde

betseen the psychistrist and the psychologist. This study

a itself La result of such undesstsnding snd cooperation:

Ike may say that Latinist° cooperation between

mmel, Ernst, op. cit., SZS.
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psychiatrists and psychologists is essentiete They
east work together teem. When they do this, the
objective techniques of the psychologist ere invaluee
able complement to the celnicue epproach of the pey-
chiatrist. Ceinicl judgmentp hoeever, et the pres-
ent stege of test development, mast remain the final
court of apeal. ehile psychology' has developed many
tests to ssist the psychiatrist in his work, it has
yet to develop one that can sup.)lant hime- 28

In the first part of the ee case or principal-

ly done by 'Red Cross Vvorkere but later the Army recognized

the need of treined psychologiete.and assigned one or more

to each Redistribution 6tation and one to each thousand-

bed hospitelee

O1 case work done in the Army by Red Cross workers,

e Biingsby says;

In considering :hat is intrinsic to the patientts
situation, the case worker, to be effective in her
approach, must have an appreciation of the diffevence
in the point of view and adjustment of the patient him-
self because he is a soLdier as well :s a patient.
Re is no longer a private citiaen, but rather a member
of a vast group working and living together. His
success is deeenent not only uieon his on individual
initietive and enterprise, but also upon team or and
a cooperative spirit so essentiei in group life.
This principle, perhaps already introduced through
his membership in his school football or baeketbali
team, plays an even more important part in the Army
there team work is eeentiel in every phase of his
existence. In other words, individuLlieetion, the
basic factor in case vorx, must in the best interest
of the patient, consider the petientte needs always
in terms of his relation to his group and eartic-
ulerly to hiscommandiu officer.

..0...04~.~1INNO~10
28. Runt 1k., ;;ittson, C. Ii., Harris, H. I., Solomon,
P., and 5acson, ie. M., "Psychometric Procedures in the
Detection o. the Neuropeichietrically Unfit", ratted

0A1111 tivrg, itied4qal, A216,14falap vol. XL', p 479, 1043



The soldier develops lo lties .nd ees)onlibi-
litiee in the hrmy and yet attempts to continue his
loyelties ena responsibilities to home and family.
This teo-fo16 eeeeoneibility is soeething to
the m-jority4 foetunAe4, ere ble to eejust.
Others, Loeevee, (?eveloe eroblem- of varying degrees
beceuse of this due. position me these problems
become '-cute in the mind of the soidier when he is
hoeLeiteLized ,ne has more time to thine: about his
difficulties. Thus the tient must ecjust to being

so-fier, to oeing ill, eld to being sep.rated erom
hie femily. e all no9 that illness itself makes
even eimple adjustments more difficult.

The strains and oemeads i.aosecj upon, ooloier
serve ,N a chellenge to eeme. They see in this new
life an opeortunity for recognition and advancement.
To others, the responsibilitiee and pressures are too
great and the outlet is physicel or mental illness.
ny are granted medical discharges from the Army for
psychoneurosie and others for more serious mental
conditions. 29

Cse histories were taken by psychologist psy-

chiatrists, psychoenelysts, and we find; the importence of

the pest history of the case is tecogni,ed throughout the

litereturel

As the oerson becomes able to recogniee ac-
cept his reel elflo then, he find his at end pre-
sent experiences falling into a new pattern; he finds
himself approeching his life situation with a new
perspective. ***** * *

bome of the elements of insight, then, ate (1)
recognition and emotional ecceptance of the real at-
titudes anu desires of the self, (2) a clearer un-
derstanding of the causes behind one's behevior,

a fresh perception of the life situation--old
facts ere interpreted in a new frame of reference--
end (4) clarification cei' the decisions that must be
made and the possible courses of action. 30

slay, U. "Case .:or e: in e Kilitary Setting",
suat= pp. 89, Sea

e. Lent J. _Qui=
f, p. 54, 1948.
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The English use the same method:

Once the patient ,eeliees that the syeptome
need not c use .Jaelety, that the origiretion
e,use is in the ie)st, the is preoree for re-
e6ecntion; this is directed towards correcting
wrong habits of thineing ehich kJ-ye oecome e pert
of the patienttz:. life, eac vhich mey hove per-
sisted for many yeem. In this re-education the
, tient teites an ective pert, using the enoeiedge
.'Aich the explanation hee given him to help his own
reasoning.

The method The first interview v th
the patient is diagiotic anu eteet achieve objects,

1. To decide whether the patient is suited for
this method of treatment. (Eberly or deaf people
cannot be expected to benefit, and many cases of
psychosis -re unsuitable, although one case of eui-
cidel depression has be,.a cured.)

To discover the cause of the illness, and
at what period of the putientts life it originated.

3. To explain to the patient the eureoee of the
new method of treatment.

By arranging s specieL case form for this his-
tory the eorit is much simplifiec-, and anyone eccus-
toned to intervieeing can soon learn hoe to use the
form. It ii to explore the five cuccessive
phases of the e.9tientts life; childhood, school
life, adolescence, voreing life, an. married life
or it eeuivelent. 31

Every symptom from the dreams was utilized in trying

to give these men insight and relief from their,diffiPql

tiese

Simnel who has had wide experience says:

prom the very beginning my attention ees cap-
tured by the characteristic dream life of my patients«
I recognized that tendency to repeet the traumatic .

exnerience and conceived that this must indicate a
latent teneency at a self-cure. 1 also round out
that soldiers with epileptiform seizures sometimes,
during their e :tes of aeconeioueness,, hallucinated

31« SnoeJen, E. 12.,
1940.

P:eichotherapyn £nc, Dec. 21,



conflict situations, ch ecterieed by the emotion
of anxiety or rage. I learned to understanJ that
their tonic-clonic muscie epesms signified a dis-
charge of their rage in the form of uncoordinated
movements. I became aware of this by being able,
under hypnosis, to lift the amnesia for these fits,
or by getting contact with the individual even cur-
ing his original state of unconsciousness. I con-
cluded that I must make use of this self-curing
tendency, manifesting itself during sleep and in
epileptiform zeizures and must give the patient the
opportunity to repeat this trauma under hypnotic
condition of Unconsciousness.

I consider my patients as practically cured
when their dream-life appeared to change definitely
by losing its tormenting character, so that sleep
could fulfill its psycho-biological tase of res-
toration and recreation. 32

But as in this study the most important factor in

most of the cases s disturbances in the family back-

ground.

Henderson and itoore found:

In attempting to analyze predieposing conditions,
the most important factor as found to be a distur-
bance in the family background. This was strikingly
constant in almost every case. Those patients who
came from homes that eere broken by separation,
divorce, or death, or distorted by neurotic parents,
were found to have personalities insufficiently de-
veloped to deal rapidly or adequately with the prob-
lems of life, particularly with the problems of war.
On the basis of the histories given by the patients--
ehich in most cases have been accepted as reasonably
reliable--e have attempted roughly to estimate this
disturbance in the home environment as follows;
normal, 4 per cent; slightly disturbed, 25 per cent;
moderately disturbed, 4 -: per cent; and severely dis-
turbed, 29 per cent.

These patients were all young men 70 per cent
were between the ages of seventeen and twenty-live.
Six per cent had entered college. One third of the
entire group bad completed the eighth grade only,

32. Ernest
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whereas 8 per cent had not gone that Lar. Their
eucat1onal. accomplishments were not considered
remarkable or directly related to the type of psy-
choneurotic reactions that later developed. 33

If these factors ap,,ear throughout the study of

neuroses in the armed forces, it is time that society

does something about it. wever, 8-on and Rickman say:

Society has not yet been driven to seek treat .
ment of its psychological disorders by:psychological
Means because it has not schieved sufficient insight
to appreciate the nature of its distress. 34

However, society must gain sufficient insight. Ed-

ucators, psychologists must re-examine the environmental

influences of our youth. Parents must be made wpare of

the dirastrous results of their behavior upon their off-

spring. We must prevent our youth from. being predisposed

to neuroses in times Of stress, by giving them a pattern

of adjustment to their environment for as it has been

aptly said:

It seems that the man who has developed a. so-
called "war neurosis', was predetermined before he
entered the Service. It might even be said that-
war neuroses are "wide in America" and only come to
light or are labled in eoiubat. 35

That is the challenge of this thesis and certainly

the challenge of all future 1,4or k in the field.

AAAS

33. Henderson,
$4. Bion, R.

tioraPes Zhfi
35, Moore, M. and

, and Moire,
*

p. 678.,,
endersons J.

cit pp. 76-277.
-Group Tensions in

O. cit., p. 277.



CBAPTER III

?hFLENTATION JP' DATA

n this chapter sliealbled data of the stud-

seated. The Lt ,a resented in four 44 or gxoups: (1)

military data, oversErJs rvice rank, etc. (1?) per-

sonal difteren (age, aptitude, education), ) towe

and ftoil- differences, rid (4) beh,Arior differonces, e

love, fer emotional )11 all i.t where d-t6. were ob-

tainable fro, the tti. tiCi Aaction coslrisons

sre made of the station popuixtion with the v:zious diag-

nostic Eroupings. Other coorisons are w.de m the bmis

of flown psycholog psychiatric experincess

is hoped th t his study iii (1) bring about a

better understAnding of the overos veto .11 and him 4rob-

lens t2) challenge ecl.,zc!Aors to ex,,,olne their techniques,

curricula &nd ;Jhilosolhies, so that the future goner ions

will not be pred i Aosed o eroi ner t e

ors f tresc r ch:Ange i iving.

In t bies nd graph: tr;bo;t, the follow abbre-

viations re used:

Rtatior4 Population
Anxiety 6tatss

T ---- Reactive Tension fotatf's
C Constitutionka Psychopathic btates

Rysterlcs
AM --- Adult Sal44justment bt.Aes

Seurastbenics
X ---- Mixed Mearoses
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Military Data

The time spent overseas by the enlisted men in

this study ranged from one to sixty-seven months. T

data on overseas service of the veterans interviewed

are shown in Table I.

Table I

Comparison of Overseas Service of Various Neurotic
Groups with the Station Population

A T C AM N M

M 28. 22.71 25.80 19.45 29.30 25.20 15.50 28.18
S.D. 9.08 10.20 11.80 11.00 10.00 12.40 7.30 11.80

The mean months of overseas service is less in

anxiety states* constitutional psychopathic states and

neurasthenics than the station population. The neur-

asthenics spent less time oversews thaa any other type.

The hysterics had a higher ean than any other group.

This may have been caused by hospitalisation overseas

for the various conversion symptoms which are typical

of this neurosis. The differences aetse4aa the stanaard

deviations of the station population and that of the

neuroses are due to tree distribution af the groups

The station population being a more nearly normal d

tribution than any of the neurotic groups which tend to

group at either end of the range. This is true of all

groups with the exception of the neurasthenics who

spent much less time overseas than any other group.
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Graph 1 on page 41 shows the distribution accord-

ing to the various combat theaters of the war. The

high percentage of neuroses in the European theater in

comparison with the percentage of the station population

from the European theater is ovident. This may be

caused or weighted by the preponderance of liberated

prisoners of war, most of whom were from the European

theater. The Aleutians and Central Pacific, both of

which saw little combat, seem to produce more than their

proportionate number of neurasthenic cases..

On page 43 the comparison of military rank and the

neurotic group is shown by Graph 2. neurasthenia seems

to be the neurosis of sergeants and first or waster

sergeants, all of whom have a responsibility with aen.

This is interesting in comparison with Table I as we

find they get out of their resPonsibility with very

short overseas service and aa -Shown in Graph 14 they

seem to prevail in non-combat reas. Constitutional

psychopathics do not advance in rank Eighty-five per

cent of the adult maladjustment caaes are in thejirst

three grades (Private, Private first cla. a and Cor-

poral), although, they are the most intelli gent group

in this study as shown in Graph 5.

Graph 3 on the next page shows that the neurotics

seem to have less combat experience than the station
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GRAPH 3
COMBAT SERVICE AND WOUNDS OF STATION

POPULATION AND NEUROTIC GROUPS

WOUNDED
IN COMBAT

J

S A T C H AM N

9% 18% 16% 20% 13% - 16%
-- 71% 65% 61% 45% 53% 50% 10% 73%



population. This is due to many breaking down overseas

while av,.iting combat. The neurasthenics hve been

successful in avoiding battle experiences .1s only ten

per cent were subjected to actual combat and none 'ere

wounded.

Table II shows 'the types of fire to which the entire

neurotic group has been subjected. The figures in this

table differ from Graph 3 since bombing ias not included

in the combat figures. This was omitted in the combA

figures as much of the bombing was a single occurrence

in some area quite remote from actual combat,

Table II

Percentage of Neurotics subjected to Each Type of Fire

Bomb Artil Rifle Bomb Bomb Artil Bomb None
Only Only Only Artil Rifle Rifle Artil

Rifle
13% .1% .$ % 4% $ % 2% 50% 17.4%

This table shows, of those neurotics subjected to

comb-to the greatest percentage were subjected to all

types of fire. It also shows that bombing alone is a

considerable factor in the neuroses. Orph 3 also shows

that 50 per cent of the adult maladjustment cases vere

in coiabt and none were wounded. This is to be expected

from the very nature of their neurosis however, all

otner ty)es of cases except the neurasthenics and the

adult maladjustments showed a higher percentage wounded

than the station population.
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AGE GROUPS OF NEUROTICS

AND STATION POPULATION
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AGE S

35-UP

30-34

25-29

V
20-24

Below 20

AGE GROUPS S A AM N IL

Below 20 3% .1% 2A .5% -- =a .00 g ',.20 - 24 27% 38% 45% 40% 14% 40% 40% 45$25 - 29 42.6% 44% 39% 35% 51% 30% 50% 34%30 - 34 17.6% 13% 9% 5% 35% 30% -- 11%35 - up la.. 5% 4% 5% 15% - - - - 10% 5%



Personal Data

Graph 4 on page 4? shows the age distribution of

the neurotic group. In this study, Bice many reviewed

in chapter two, the younger men are wore subject to

neuroses than are the older men. The large:: proportion

of men between 20 and ;f4 is noticeable at a glance hen

compared with the ages of the station population. To

cl4rify this and to silo'. the definite age groups .ithin

the various neurotic groups, Table III is introduced.

This t:,ble shows more clearly the differences in the

percentages in age group of neurotics and the percentages

in age groups of station population.

Table III

Comprison or Age Groups of Neurotics with
Same Age Groups of Station Population

Neuroses Percentc,..6e In Percentage in Difference
Age Group of Age Group of
Neurotics Stat. Pop.

A 83$ below 29 69.9% below 29
88% below 29 69.9% below 29

C 80$ below 29 89,9% below 29
84% below 29 69.9% below 29

N 90% 20 to 29 89.6% 20 to 29
100% 20 to 34 67.2% 20 to 14 12.8
86% 5 to 54 80.2% 25 to 34 25.8

This table shows that the majority of neurotics

are below 29 years of age with the exception of the

hysterics which diagnosis sezos more apt to occurr

between the ages of 25 and 34. It appears that the
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nearer the home situation the pore apt the soldier is

to be neurotic since the younger men seem to b e iLore

subject to neurosis than the older men who hate been

away from home longer before their army experience.

Another phase of the data which apers as signi-

ficant is shown on Graph 5 on page 49. This is the

comparison of the scores made by the aeurotic groups in

the Army. General Classification Test (aptitude test)

with the scores made by the st.ion population and the

army as a whole. The station population had a higher

aptitude than the army as a whole. During overseas

-service many of the brighter and the duller seem to have

been elimnated by retention, dropping out# and casual-

ties,. It is common practice in the army overseas to

retain especially brilliant and efficient men as long

possible, also to transfer out, or return to the states

men who are trouble because of low mentality. This

would perhaps give a partial-explanation of the smaller

number of Group I and Group V in the station population.

The neurotics, however, 'have much higher aptitude tests

scores than the average station population. The more

intelligent the enlisted man is the more apt to have

neurotic tendencies.

Another difference which is very evident is shown
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graphieL.j in Graph 6 on p. ge 31. This arph cop:tres

the aptitude and the educatiou ,chievemeat of both the

station population and the neurotic groups. In the graph

labeled Station Population the educational achievement

is higher than the aptitude. Without exception in all

the neurotic groJps the apttude i higher t en the ed-

ucational achievement. This reversal cetJ.niy appers

to be indicative af eal differeace, It may be an

indication that the neurotics through pre-army malad-

justment were a,t able to adjust to the school situLion

as well as the averge, s shvvn by the sttion eop-

uletion. it also cen be interiireted thattefutvAion

of not being bi o develop to the fullest extent of

their ability ie actor in the neurotic teadeacies of

the group etu4ede ?roof of either of thee, hypotheses

cannot be given Iiince the full tircumstences could not

be obtained except through the manls own veluution for

not having sore education. o*ever, observable

difference shown in rspb 6 is provocative sad certainly

indicative of seee definite coincidence or real differ-

ential between the entire bttion group and the neurotic

groups.

Table IV shows the prev,lence of enuresis stutter

and st,emering in theleese history of the individuals

he neurotic groups. The enuresis figures in this



table bascd upon p,,esent enuretic having a 3 a-v,ar

St

history of enuresis or act;(roties not now enuretics,

but having a ?re-war history of enuresis. Two CSQ3 of

enuresis, apdeLring for the f r?t time during army ex-

perience ',,re not included, sie moth men admtted they

had used this as poLible ay for discharge from the

army,. Renee they were not true enaretics and fter telt-

g with the ?-ychalogistr al no recurrence of sym

toms. Stuttering n stieing data used in the table

are lased u2on those CA.5 now stuttering or stem-Jering

whether or not they hid a pre-r,r history of speech

difficulties.

0 curreace of
Stuttering

A T

Enuresis A i.1
Stuttering & 0
Stammering

Table IT

Enuresis, Stammering a
in the Case Bistories

C E le X

15
10;

This table shows that enuresis, stuttering and stam-

mering were mare arevalent in tensions s Aes, constitu-

tional psychopAhic states, and adult maladjustment ca5es.

There was complete absence of these syndromes in either

the hysterics or neurasthenics. It appeTed tivA enuresis

speech difficultie; found in these veterns were

eneral y of ds ch c origin. The presence of either, in
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childhood or in odolthooJ c tUaly riz3 the 1 stioa

as to Nhethr thcj o neurotic indicators. ost of the

enuresis c,.;es could be traced -throu. c]se history

techniques, to excessive attachment and over-dependenoe

to the mother. y of t e soacc., d..fficuities ore

directly traceable to repressions in childhood. In the

psychotherapy used with the in tt.Jis study, ninety

per cent of the st erLn stuttariag (without psi.'.

al caution and a hundred per cent of the enurettcs

were cored b

d t C

dIscovry or tLo r&is .. osin fctor

e Ining la t;.

3

The most

ato ch factors.

euent cola- 1stnt of m n c)ming for le

were 3147e r 2aluSsi tre;!Ior, 11 extreme teaion. The

percent 4e of these three cowplaits in the various

neurotic groups is show- Table V. One of these threa

campl,Ants

for coin g Ado

rLer.tr he re-,-on given by the cise

iogist for el).

T ble V

Primary Comolaints of Cases Coming
To the rChoi.ot3t5 for Aid

A

Sweaty ?alms 8
Tension
Tremors

C

6
10$

b$ 59.4A 64$ 70% 60$
5$ kg$

Sxtreme tn on is the m38t eva1ent of these

three comolaiats. Sine r cent of the above complaints
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can be stoped in the limited time the case was

redistribution stAion. When (1) complete case

history Wt5 taken (2) relaxation therapy w given.

It observed that unless the complete case history

w s ta.er, very few cases improved under the relaxation

therapy alone. This indicates the catharsis of the

ca-ie history and the tnsiIit given into its factors

during the relaxation therapy was heiajor therapeutic

instrument. The causative actors in the three above cone

plaints were in ne.-zly ever case .based in pre-ermy life.

Table VI shos. other .complaints which were given

infrequently as er 4a:aiy but recuentir as secoadary.

These coeelaint l'ere c

emotion:aism and tics.

onic alcoholism, excessive

Table. VI

Secondary Comelaiats
To the Psychologis

A T C

Hmotionaliam
Alcoholism 5%
Tics

This table shows the constituti.enai psychopsthics,

the adult maladjusteents and the neurasthenics were very

prone to attempt escape with alcohol. The case histories

show that this tes been true, not only while they -ere

in the arrn y but before. The hysterics and adult salad..

Cases Coming
for Aid

1k

364% 47.
13.g% a5%

11.
14.4$

lO 1.6
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MARITAL STATUS OF
STATION POPULATION

AND NEUROTIC GROUPS

DIVORCED

H 1
MARRIED

SINGLE
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STATOSSATCHAM
Married
Single
Divorced

30.6%
69.4%

26%
68%
6%

30%
64%
6%

MO
60%
5%

56

40 20% 35 33%
50% 65% 60% 67%
10% 15% 5% bh

* Divorced men counted as single men.
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justment cases Aere ectremely ewotio al, many times demon-

strating their emotional inetability during the c:se

history interview. Tics re more prev,lent in c,ses

clessified by the psychiatrist s tension st t s hyster-

ics, and neur sthenics. Tnis would probu ly be true

since the tic is included in the symptoms used in eaalug

the di-gnosis. The limited time th t these men were

availeble for psychothere.eeutic 4acedures mi.de it

impossible to do more then give them insight into the

reesoas for their -lcohollsm and suggestions for them

to recondition, theme1ves against the excessive drink-

ing of alcohol. Tics responded to the case history cathar-

sis and relexat on, therapy and disappeared in all uut one

case dur ug their stay at the station. Extremely emotion-

al cases appeared to calm down after the case history

and relaxation therapy aad in eeny cases distinct 1m

provemnt was seen, however, some seemed to enjoy their

emotional 'spells' so much that they seemed to have no

desire to correct it.

Graph? on page be gives a picture of the me ital

status of the st,tion population and the neurotic groups,

The marithl status of the groups interviewed does not

seem to differ from the marital status of the station

population with the exception of the adult maladjustment

eases* The adult maladjustment cases seen less apt to
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PLACE IN FAMILY OF NEUROTIC GROUPS

YOUNGEST CHILD
OLDEST CHILD
ONLY CHILD
ALL 3 FACTORS

20114Imnarnag'.

10 !

! A IT

_r
NIM.
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Yng. 20% 21% - MO 20% 20% 10% 22.4
Old. 20% 21% 155% 26.4% 30% 20% 4.8$
One 5 % 6% %

-.4%
19.2%All 45% 48% 20% 46- 80% 30% 46.4%
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marry and also 3flQW iner divorce rate tzl_In any other

tipe of ge does not see to be factor

in the other types of c.A

.7; e and testi Differences

Most or the udt es revle-ed in Cnepter II have

found a high percentage of war neurosis cases hove

poor home .1.11,1 f. ily baceground. A. number or factors

have appeL:red in the tabultioa of the date or th.t tudy

which

shoes

irm and re-euforce the bove view. Graph 8

the place in the aall aay be a definite fac-

tor in predisposition to nee osis. itio:A. of the ceaes

came from r er l_rge families. Only chiidren# con-

trary to previous views, seem much ..e pt to be neur-

otic than the children of leer tXLies. In 1944), 19#

4439#7lU families h,Ao chileren undeg I while 7082b#84Z

families 14A only one child. In other words, 89 per cent

of the f,xities h ving children hAd Gni' one child.

This comp .red with the eigh c. per cent of the neurotic

only chi:Laren interviel,ed in this study lb significant.

Graph 8 so shows LA the younge t child and the olde,

child b.,ve greaterrt,er h4nce of becoming neurotic than

others In the family. The ,ver.lge family in this study,

excludin L l.ie lth Ofli ag.e chi, Live and

nine tenths ildren. Ihi 'lees aiztein .)er cent L0

ere youngest or oldest children. With the exception of the
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RESIDENCE OF NEUROTICS
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Rural
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No record

38%
54%

8%

28%
44%
28%
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55%
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HOME ECONOMIC STATUS
OF NEUROTIC GROUPS

(INDIVIDUALS EVALUATION)
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constitutional psychopathic sttes the place in the family

in the cssse of either being the oldest or youngest child

seems to be a causative factors In every group, with

the exception of the neurasthenics and mixed neurosis,

being the oldest or younge.;t child is evident.

The men's evaluation of their home is shown in

Graph 9 on page 60. From 28 per cent to SO per cent

consider their childhood homelife unhappy. From 10

per cent to 72.5 per cent of their homes were broken by

the death of one or both of the prents or by divorce.

In 1940, 48 per cent of the population of the United

States lived in communities of 2500 and under and 57

per cent in communities of 2500 or over. Graph 10 on

page 81 shows there is a definite trend for hysterics and

adult maladjustment cases to come from urban areas. The

very nature of these neuroses would be encoursged by the

type of living, the close quarters, and forced intimacy

of the urban communities.

The economic status from the-meals own evalustion of

their tines, shown in Graph 1.1 on the preceding page,

does not show any unusual difference. The neursthenics

did not evaluate their family's financial status as

wealthy. It is necessary in studying the family back-

ground to show the incidence of one parent being dead or

the parents divorced. Table VII shows the percentages

of the data only when it occurred in the childhood of



the case.

Fathe

Table VII

Data Concerning Parents During
Childhood of Cases

A

alive
dead
unknown

8
19%
1%

2
6

00. a
Mother: alive

dead
unknown

aw,M4

Parentst divorced

84

C H AM g ii

940 53.4% so% 00% (52.5%
5$ 44 3

e,s$ 3.2%
Imo

90%
5

68.9% 87*5% 73.4%
23.2% 32.5% 25%

1e%

11 15% 2444

This table shows that from 29 73,2 per cent of

he cases lost a parent during childhood, The per -

centage is especially high in the hysterics and adult

maladjustment cases. The tension states, constitutional

psychopathic states and mixed neurosis cases come from

homes where divorces were more prevalent. A high pre-

'valence of homes broken by either death or divorce

dicate a definite pre -army predisposing factor.

Behavior Data

In this section the data concerning various types

of behavior* as exposed through the case histories is

grouped. Two of the most common reactions of all the

neurotic groups* except neurasthenics, are insomnia and

poor appetites The sleeplessness runs the gamut from

being unable to go to sleep for hours restless and
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No information
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troubled sleep, awakening several times during the night,

sometimes with extreme startle reactions, and nightmares

with extreme fear reectione upon aeekening* The poor

appetites m sist of. merely. pick. -g t food, iv,usea

after eeting, to the regurgitation of whetever they eat,

whenever they eat. Table XIII shows the incidence of

these symptoms as found in the 'WO histories.*

Tuble VIII

Occurrence or Insomnia and Poor
Appetite in Various NeurosesATCR N

Insomnia 68% 65%, 50% 87% 60% 30% a4.8%
Poor Appetite 40 340 35% 59.0 55% 32%

Insomnia runs high for the men of the ages of these

cases with the exception of the neurasthenics. This is

true also in the cases of poor eppetites. Psychothera
peutic techni,ues were successful in every case where

physieel causation ees not demonetrated. The disappearance

of these symptoms was iemediate when corrected by insight,

into the pre-army causes that are brought out in the case

history techni:ue.

Graph on the preceding ,ge tabulates the love

behavior of the v,rious neurotic groups. It shoes a def-

inite trend that ie mentioned by several authors as one

of the printery causations of the neurotic tendencies

our youth; mother fix.tion. In the group interviewed a



very small percentage have normal love behavior toward

both parents anr: a surprisingly large group say that

they love no one. The preponder5ace of c_ses were quite

definite in their preference for their mother :Ind in the

follow-up questioning, in every case, the preference was

definitely an excessive, and therefore mentally un-

he.1tby, ttaehment. It is also ig that not a

single hysteic or neurasthenic case loved either both

parents or their father best. The hysterics were partie-

u unresjousive when Questioned in thi s area.

The mbjor behavior patl.ern fOULld in this study, under

the ela ification of emotional behavior are indicated

in Thole IX.

Table IX

tiozil Behavior of Neurosis Cases

A T C AM N

Moodiness 58 s 50' 3.3% ao 50 56%
Suversensitive 82A 55A 56A .:;6.ZIA 6 50% 36A
Flash T.-..er
blow Temper

52,

0
55% 50A 4O 9O

S.6 A

6u% 61'

6$
Depre2sed 20 l7 40A 1W.' ,D

The three outstanding emotiona.. behavior patterns are:

moodiness, supersensitiveness, c flash temper. These

are pre-army behavior patterns and are indicative of

neurotic ma -djustment.

The fear behavior of the neurotics is zbown in Table

X. Any rear or phobia which ws mentioned in a case his-

tory interview was noted. However, the table ine-udes
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Military
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1.2% 12%
10%

AM N M

10%
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40%
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10%
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only tho-e rhich enec?red in e namber of ceses.

Table

tear Bella

A

or of Neurotic Groups

Nyctophobia 67% 50% 33.3$ 70%
Acrophobia 4% 8% 80%
Hydrophobia 3$ 35 3% 50%
Zoophobie 1% 10% 10%
Necrolhobia
Taphophobie % .6A
Claustrophobia 3 40 30% 13.2% 50
Xenophobia 10'

The above tab e

56
54
18%
Z.
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the phobias of the neurotic

sem to be princl)ally nyctoehobis, ecropeebi hyaro-

on1 ri ci ciaostrophobia. One or more of these eppee s

in each c:.,ee history except those of tee neurasthenics. LU

he their cure in chlidhued experience without eyceetien.

Oreob. 13 on the pteceding pig e 'Lustrates the eili-

tery end 1vitin delinquency r t of the neurotic groups

end the ellitry delinquency for

ulatlon. The rte of courts mertial

tion e s 1.2 per cent uhile in the near

'Aion eope

ion popu

Lc r

runs fro' 10 per cent to 6.-e. cent. This is cert in,

evidence o maled,Wteent to sinter/ life. The pre-erm

lelinquency rite, ehich Includes juvenile -e well -s

Aelt delinquency, runs frole none to 50 ,er cent. The

entire 1:cc of civilian delinquency recorde In the edult

melee 3 usteeat cases seo's that when they ere in ho,;e

ion they keep out rouble with ociety. ut in
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RECREATION HABITS
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the army they have the highest rate of any of t e neurotic

groups' The constitutional psychopathics have

occurrence o'" delinquency in both civilian and militar

life. ovever, the entire civiLian record of all the

neurotic groups, except the adult waladjuAleents, ind

cates redi poeition and h definite tati-social tendency.

rocr-ational habits of the neurotics were found

by aekiang the c4e,e to st.cte his f vorite pre-w,,r retire--

tin or hobby and his second-favorite zecreetion. To

facilitate the examination of these data the various rec-

reAions were arbitrrily

group For examples readin

hunting o fishing alone, at

olfied by the sire of the

king wade' e, r,ovies,

eere 0 ,4;sified As soLi-

ping pong, taunts, dzacing, etc. --ere classifed

sIzIall groups. Baseball, football, erties, etc., 7.ere

classified us 1.rge groups. Dancing prties, etc. z, mere

also cl'Assified as mixed groups. Oruph 14 on t

ceding p-Age illustr.tes this distribution. e

percent-ge of soliti, and re-A. l group r-cl-e,tional pre

erences are certetinly eviden all types of cses.

The tendency to withdraw end to prefer solitary rec.ceAion

is definite anti, - social -,ae neurotic tendency.

Only such personality ti its th.:st 4pee.r In ten per

cent or more of any one group iIre ::bown in Table XI

of these are taken from the case histories upon the

own admission. 11 were prevalent in the ire-army i e of



the cases. TT"

mite p.reu
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Listed in thie tA). c- are ell def-

Letlxt.s of t1e dreent peuroAs

Table X

or P,ronaLit Traits ham
Neurotic croups

A T C R M

Inferiority 22'

Unloved 4h
PLone V;o1f1, 19
Shy & Bashful 9'

Under Obser,- 4%
vation.

kW, 14 2, Wii, 85,
.1`...4 8.6
0 35* 35h 8.4%
17% 7.5' 9.6

'' 20%Wil 1.o

The unusually t1 pc cent 6e of infeao it- feelings

in the neurasthenic stands out from R/7 other fIgures ii
.

this table. This follows the , ttet'n shown in their .

Of inadequacy in peAtion of leadership nd their

avoidance of combat. The adult m ,A.Justment cases show

fairly high percentage In, all the factors. These per-

eonality aa idjuetmentz! are. very much interreletedp. and

although any one of them Laay be the one mentioned or

broughe out in 4 ceee history thL.4 e 6egre, o, each is gen-

y present.

Table XII gives a tabulation of the ,

that are remembered by the Ir-rious neurotic. The dream

life

histolie

asked princid,lly to chec.:: other 17cto s in case

inclu6ed here merely as a matter of

interet. The following table shows the percentage of cases

of the i)rincipal types of dreams remembered.



Palling
Being Chased
Combat
Home
Water
Floating
Sex
Plying
Being Cru
Whirling
Death
*revs
Killing
Religion
Fantastie

?rine

A

50
47%
14

1

Table XI

al Dreams Remembered by
be $eurotic Groups

T C B

43% :3% 5CA
0% 26.4% 55% 4

4 20% 44 30%
ED% 2.

14% 640

6,0 ao$ 10*
6.0 10%
9624 90 10%

This t:11,141a shows the

follow a rsther

the dreaas with cosv)aan psychologics inter gretAion

apps :red in the case istory, without the accompanying

behavior history, questioning always revealed that such

beh%vior hit had been held back by the ease.

Interviewees will about their dreams much more

easily than they will the beWivior th-wt is so often in

dicated by the dre ss.

the sexual beirivior of the neurotic groups is vr-ried

well as startling. The assurance that no militr.xy

record would be Kept of this history mAle it possible

to get the com,,leto data that are sho,f,n in Table XIII.

the one exception to this is he hysteric group, one

bird of which refused to talk =bout its sexual bistor

3$
dreams reaembered

73

X

34%
3

11
9

1941
4.6
4.8%

14.4%
6.4%

3.2*A

cases

definite pe,ttern. It -s found If on
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Th41 cases all seem anxious and relieved to talc about

their sexual experiences. All hA more or le 3s guilt

feeling about their sex experiences and many mentioned

that it was the first time they had felt free to talic

with anyone about them* a great many of the ;IredIsp,)s-

Lug factors of neurosis eere found in the sexual behavior

or experiences* Psychotherapy w%s much more effective

in every case where complete sexual history was obtained

than in any case where it vas not obtained.

The figures in cert-, rx sexual bevier shown

Table XIII are much higher thAa those in any previous

studies or liter tut's,* lion* of the c-ses interv'ewed hi

had any formal sexual educ.tion previou* to their army

experience except sporadic moralistic sex lectures*

Table XIII on the next page, in line with other

studies on sexual ben,viors shows that masturWtion

present in most of the cs,se histories where information was

given. The only deviation is that l per cent of the

neurasthenics claim no ii.,stu.r.batioa. The most pre .

valent source of original masturbtion inforoNtion

being shown how to ms.sturbAe by an older boy, The

graphic presentation is shown in Graph 15 an the pre-

ceding p,ge. Nutual masturb' tion appesrs first in pre--

army (overtime, in every case but is continued in army

experience.
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No
H Ex .
HO
HA
Beast.
Exhibit.
Frict.
Cunni.
Ling.
Fell W.
Group
1st SI:NP

u LP

Ow 54%
A 11%
Y

No 81 4%
HP once 15
HP 59%
Pre. Adol.
* 55.5% refused

Table XIII

Sexual Behavior of Neurotic Groups
us Revealed in Case Histories

C H AM NA T

95%
59%
51% 4

4%
5,5%
.3%
.6

1% 1%

16% 16%
4 6.

71% 58% 27. 50.6
22% 10 20% la.

5$
56% 52.5%46.2%

14 6.6%
6.6

5% 6.6%
6%
42% 5o 1
11% 5%
nformati an

100%
15
50

67% 10
55.5
13.2%

50% 83.$ ao% 50%
15.2% 75% 210%

15% 25
10%

2

15%
7.5%

45%

92
25.6%
ae.s%
4.8
35%
17.6%
11.2%

1.8%

9

60.8%
20 24%

1.6%
60% 68.8

10% 5 12.8
5% 1 1.6

30% 20% 4.8
2.5 3.'

so% 51.2%
ao% 24 95%
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Other forms of homosexual experience follow nesrly in the

same pattern* In practically every csse some pre-ary

eaperience is shown. Also, all Q191; wIth isszosexusl

experience hd a definite mother f xstion* in Table XIII

and Graph 18, mutual essturbtion, weal and ors, Woo

sexual experience are all grouped under the item Romp

sexual Experience. The figures under this item do not

correspond with the totals of the various types of ho o-

sexual experience since this tem is the jAment of

individuals who hsd experienced one or more types of hoso-

sexual behavior*

The other types of chaotic sexuality such ss exhibi-

tionism, beastislity, cunnilingualism, and other forms of

lingual sexuality. group sex, both hosesexual and hetero-

sexual fellation by a woman, sad anal sex with s won

appears with such greater frequency than is generally

expected. Comment is =necessary*

Heterosexual sctivity of the neurotic groups is

sursrising in two factors: (/) The few who have not hed

sexual intercourse, (2) Extremely *mall number who remain

continent until marriage* Among those who could give defi-

nite data on the age of their first aexuJ. s rtner it

was observed that every case who had had his first sexual

intercourse with en older woman had previously reported

a mother fixation. The .1rge percentage of nous-professioni

a partners in first sexual intercourse certainly places
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a doubt on the myth of the continence of the American

people. To quote Wylie: .116o many boys fornicate that the

girls must*. The number of cases who 'ad sexual inter-

cour e before they were 21- is shown in Graph lb. CertAn

it shos the idea of sexual innocence is not s

prevalent as e like to think and that sexual education

is definitely needed. The fis,ures an pre-adolescent

sexual experience (an arbitrary age of 1P was set) with

other people certainly gives rise to the question of 'where

sex instruction should begin. This study Indicates that it

is time we become realistic about sex education instead

of as W lie s s w?resenting ourselves to each other as

the inhabitants of a highly continent society, monogaous

virginal to the altar, each bride and groom sworn to for-

sake all others, and one and all so delicately sensitive

to the manifestations of sex that we arrest persons for

going nude and teach. our children about storks or'floers

rather than people..................innoceacel which on

examination appears to be neither more or less than

ignorance, Is everlastingly lauded iv the populace.w

This whole set of sexual. behavior euAa indicates

that educators should re-exaine our pre-set ideas and do

something to correct the lack of sexual knowledge and the

T. Wylie, P., Generation of Vipers).
Rinehart, 1942, p. b5.
2 Wylie, P., Ibid., p. 54s

ew York, Farrar &
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resultant experiment,tion in our youth. ychothera-

peutic success shows that ex guilt is the gre,te:A of

all predispoAng factos iu the neurotic group study.

The guilt prezent ecue of sexual ignorance and the

Aaericun unreali tic idealises revrding sexual Oeh,vior

ls definitely one of the gretet ievil s to t?e mentl

health and -djustigent of our south.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMAF 4WD RECOMMENDATIONS

The entire nation bs - counseling problem with

veterans who have neurotic tendencies. It is a fair

assumption that many veterans returned to civilian life

are in the same category as the veterans in this study.

All men in this study were men who ad been overseas and

who were seat to the redistribution stsIion for recisssi

fication and assignment. Bone of the neuroses or neuro-

tic tendencies were thought to be great enough for hospi-

talization or discharge when sent to the redistribution

station. Most of the men were utilised somewhere in the

continental United 6tstes efter leaving this stution.

Approximately 1 per cent were hospitalized and 8 pi cent

discharged. These wen and thousandS-lise them will now

return to civilian-life. Many will need further coun-

seling and therapy. This dissertation gives a picture of

a CPO s-section Of these men and the data concerning t

The data in this study are-based on the analysis of

1018 case histories of enlisted veterans with overseas

service. 8ttistical comparisons could not be made in

this study, ince a control group could not be found.

A majority of the same sge group were in the armed services

and subjected to much the same tre s. The higher pre-

valence of war neuroses among army personnel than the



incidents among civilian 2o;ulations subject to the bomb.

ins is indicative that a man 4ecure -1.ng his loved ones

and in f&miliar enviroament is lass t to becase neurotic

than the man separated fr w. hone and familiar

eavironeant*

Prom the counseling of these overseas vetertins a

number of implicutions for education came aad pose

questions for which an answer i augbt, not con-

elusively established, but so far as indicated by the

evidence*

ew of the literature has shoe that the

lied . a? neuroses. do not differ appreciably from

neroes, that the army is the precipitating factor and

that the predisposing factors :Ire in Dre-aray life*

With these facts in mind, this study of the data of a.

larger number of neurotics than previous studies Iv.

made* The fo ()zing ;,;uestion answered by the assem-

bled data of this

The firstfirst question: "is there definite pattern of

predisposing factors in th ealied "war neurosesftV1 In

this study as ei as other studies made in this Im;=r

and reviewed in Chapt r Ii there seems be very defi-

nite pattern of predisposing factors* ?red sposing

factors in ordinary m1aJutrts lie f4r tack in per-.

sanal history* In the cases studio in this study psycho
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was effective only in the cses here insight wits

Ten to the prediosing facLo s shown in case histories.

o catharsis of o c_se history technique s Ineffec-

tive when the army -Aid ar hi for alone 7#,s tate% and

remained Ineffective until the entire cz!so history Fu.s

tOren, This in itself Is very conviicth evidence tt

the 11cr causes of ftwi:,.r neuroses# of these c.
the editu for In the erly h tory

affected.

The proof of his

(lo. were

f the men

ittern in the success of psy-

chotherapy after the cithrsis of the case hiatory.

The first pattern In prea -k ing f.etor p .ears to be

the 4o4cand the fanily. The d4ta of this etudy show

from IV to 'e cent at the cases lost c aret during

chlidhood. The hIb prevalence of homeLi bro en either

by death or divorce is )1.eponderant factor'. Not only

was the hose bro eup but is' to 50- per cent or the me

eValukition of their --e Lire considered their childhood

home life unhappy.

The acond question; what .ge 03t

ceptible to "war neuroses"? This is shown clearly in the

grouping of the neuro_.ico to in with t

tation poiwlation. /11170,t neurotics are below 2$ -15re of

age and in a much larger proport.on thn th group hioh

passed through the at,tion. It ppeare that the nearer
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the home situation the soldier is the more subject he is

to neuroses.

The third questions s intelligence a factor in

war neuroses?* The answer to this question as tar as this

study is concerned is very clearly shown in the much

higher aptitude of the neurotic groups than of the station

population or the army as a whole. However, a strange

paradox is seen in that the neurotic group had higher

aptitude than educational achievement while the station

population had higher education,' achiev,,.ent than was to

be expected for it .itude.

The fourth questions *Are these predisposing factors

in pre-army life?a This question may be answered in the

affirmative as far as this study is concerned since the

majority of the cases show neurotic symptoms previous to

their army trAning in their sex, their fesr, their

core, and their emotional behvior. Their eucation

has promoted guilt feelings. The high percentage of

mother fixations (from 50 per cent to 90 per cent) as

contrasting with the attitude of the so-called normal

child in liking both parents is st rtling. The varied an

unusual sx beh,Avior the resalenee of phobias, these

fears and guilts based on childhosd experience, the

insecurity of brokeu homes the civilian delinquency

records all point to predisposing factors in pre-army
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life. The trend of the times in education appears

have been to inculcate into the personalities of our

youth a semantic unreality as to their basic drives an

social relationships. The guilt feelings which are

common to the neurotic are. indigent to accumulated

camouflage taught in our schools, homes and church es

in the matter of human relationships, pretence and

finding it pays to appsar to be other than you sr

These guilt feelings are primary causes of the ma adjust-

ment- of our youth, and the basis of their conflicts.

They are all pre-army predissosing factors. It is

also interesting to note that most of the symptoms of

tensions, swesty palms, convessions, etc., could sot be

relieved until insight was given to these predisposing

factors.

The fifth question; 0/-Are the predisposing factors,

experiensessaud lesrnings such that could be corrected

by proper education in the home and the school?s/ The

fact that not a single an had had any formal sex education

and their sex behavior clearly shows it in itself points

to one necessity or recommendstioa for the future. The

prevalence of broken homes indicstes cissses in marital

relations or family relations would be of value to the

average student.

The matter of fears and the various emotional be

r indicates a need for a practical co_rse in per-
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zonal mental hygiene. These are but a few of the factors

which could be corrected by proper educa Ion aria care to

prevent such neurotic tendencies in the future.,

The sixths "From what type of homes and communi .

ties do the people 00%0") The city seems to contribute

far more than its share of neurotics. This my be

based on the living conditions in the crowded urban

areas. The family life of the boys in this study was

considered unhappy by tar too many of them. The broken

home is a known factor in both neuroticiem =d delin-

quency. The preponderance of mother fixation makes it

certainly ap2ear that the fathers of America are not

doing their part in living and raising their children. '

e seventh question asked in this thesis; "Are

comb.t experiences or wounds necessary to develop war

neuroses?( Far less of the neurotic group show cambt

experiences than of the group which passed through the

station, but the percentage of wounded among the neurotic

was higher than the percent:,ge of wounded in the stiltion

population. Whether their being wounded is the precip

tating factor of the neuroses or whether the neuroses

are the precipitating factors of wounds is merely a

matter of conjecture. liowever, from all other evidence

in this study, it appears that army life in itself is

the real precipitating factor, nd the neuroses was present



in most of the c , before they tre to.nded.

To st=marIze this dissert ion, the folloing

iteLE re evident: First, wiz neuroz,es Lre me in

America. The pred sl)osing f,ictors %ere present in pre-

army life.

Second, the Life itself r r than combA

prec pits.ted the Lied neurosis.

Third, war neerosen ;;re no dif erent than civilian

neuroset have the se basic causes and symptoms.

Fourth, many of the neurotic ten,ticieS in these

could have been prevented or Least lessened

oper ex. instruction and a secure .Lad hpy hole

life.

6

The recommendtions for eduction n ke future,

are cle--rly indicated: (1) A counseling nd guidance

progv,4 based upon reality nd under ade,u:Aeli .qd.

cefe ,iona1]4r trAmed Arting 4t adoles-

cence; 2) Classes in pereon41 =ea 1 hygiene under eU'

oriented nd ;?rofessionally trained experts; (I) Classes

in mart ol and faaily re14tionships in high school;

(4) Formal sex education st.a.ting t lidoIescence based

an bun beings, taught not from moralistic viewpoint

developing auilt but from the viewpoint o KnowLeage

:Ind the control that comes froi self-knowledge; (5)

Education through articles ttid other means in the
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portance of Being a Father* 4 (8) A definite effort

to obtain more male teachers especially for elementry

schools to counteract, somewhat, the preponderant fema

domination of our youth; (7 A definite program of

Adult Education giving courses on fatherhood, mother-

hood and Family Relations; (8) Education in the home,

school and church should be critically re-examined on the

basis of reality and semantic values,
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JERSONNEL C3 NSULTAi4 ,ORK SHEET

CASE HISTORY (A) Names...12L,Rosteirs
Grade: PlAll, CasCo: XX ASN,ASAacet
Civil Occupation: atOSXL,Appearances

Manner: haras4. Referred by*
Home:.,Utgx_lio as: ,1Q Theitert

,P044p,Agos _ Aaritalt

97

B. Statement of Problems
1. The Complaint Problem:

Svie.Ay p,lms, shakes.

2. Nature of Complaint:
Restless, ext2eme suety palms tremors,, night-

mares, "cant consentrate".

3. History of Problem:
f,eft home t 18; married at 19. Always restless,

disliked Army greatly. Worria,-, over wife and child.
Filvlacial trouble. Combat mAde him fraid th y would
be left alone.

amily and Social Environments
I. Persons in the Home:

a. Father
b. Mothe3:
c. Step-2:,rent',1 if
d. Siblings - ages
e. GrIndpareats
f. °the. relatives
g. Boarders, or other uare
h. Parents associ,tes

2. Home attitudes no

3. Control and discijithe
4. Economic status of the f
5. Cultural status of the fami1
6* Language spoken in the home
7. Neighborhood.

ated p Sons

-A.* * LO

D. Physical Conditi-as and History:
1. Physical development und conditions relate to Ld-

justment:
C 321114 IR rOUNDED

ANXIETY STATE, Chronic aod.

E. Deveiokmental History:
1. Intellectual develoi;ments AGCT I?. $9

.

, Speech or reading defects:
None

3 . Emotional developments



year behavior b. Love Bella
Afraid of dark, Mother
doesn't like
heights,
CLAUETHOie

EducationEducAtion iirtci17Z cult becue
1. School progress

Educatioual
8. School adjustment
4. Educltional plans an

conomic His:tory*
10 Militar
k. Occupatio
Z. Vocations

R. Legal History*
1. Delinquend. s Court Roc*
girl ;:ad v,gr:Jucy. lk days
yr. probation.

Habits, Adjustzeats and Satisfactions*
1. Routine tubitst

Trouble sleeping and has a good ape

98
or c. Salotional

balance.
Moody, depres-
sed, sensitive
:lash trsper
but hoLc;, grud-
OS

left

ft e: tion

2 Recreation, hobbies and interests:
'hop up # cars & motorcycles, Likes 'western it .

Rio

3. Imaginative zatisfactions:
Always dreams he is in tiAlt pia- surrounded.

Something haenin to ri:.;mily, falUng, rt.lways getting
cught by mon&ters (like huge octopus), :Jeople try-
ing to Kill him, in airplane and it crsbes, racing
car rollinz ott trc, king in mud and sinking
deeper and e.4peper.

4* bes *
M 0 0 HO 18, it SI 140 O ti?,

Social Habits*
Doesn't d.T.nce, oesal 1ice reopie CLAtt,

(feels under oiDervAion

J. Persomaity Adjustantst
nappy-go-lucky*, 1.;.cks self-cot:rice:ice, bothered with

lack of edocation, Roc* relec from Infantry into
Sce.aed to be relieved some of umiety relaattion the 'y
releived some s:e.tiness and tension, :,a_n swmee to feel if
hop got allrigLt be would be .)ut bick in Infantry.



PERSONNEL CO WTA&T O' 6HET

CASE ILL: .:JBY (a) Mame:, XX poster:
Grade: Cas Co: A ASN Races ,If Age:
Civil P4tion; 1106 Appearance:, ZIce/01.

Manner: Refined, Aeferred bys__LaxehlAtrist
Acme; CAW Mos Overseas; 2], 'beater: 4taly

Marital:
POW, 12 mos., 16 day

B. Statement of Problem: in Germany.
14 The Complaint Problem:

Tremors, Sweaty Palms, some Stuttering.

Nature of Complaint:
Ext. Tension, Tremors, Irritable, Battle
dreams, Loss of Appetite, Insomnia.

History of Problems
History of nightmares before overseas. Claims
symptoms started in combat ..rid became worse
while in prison camp and on German work ptrols.
Worried about Anther considerably.

C. family and Social Environments
L. Persons in the Home:

a. Father
b. Mother
C. Step-parents, if any
d.
e. Grandparents
f. Other relative
g. Boarders, or other unrelated person
h. Parents' associates

2. Home attitudes
3. Control and
4. t-c.3no.i.o A 4.
5. Cultural status of the
S. Language spoken in the home lAn4is0
'7. Nei hborhoo4

b2rsical Conditions and History:
1. Physical development and conditions rel ted to ad-

justment:
Rare enuresis until 19,

Profile: 211113 ITC, 014949 '"

R. Developmntal History:
1. Intellectual development, ACCT

CA

2. -Speech or reading defects:
Sometimes stutters and

stammers since the war.



Emotional development:
a. Fear behavior: b. Love behavior: c. Emotional

Apprehension of Both balance;
dark An. Real Moody, de.
fear o.f heights; pressed,
was paratrouper very sen-
because he was sitive,
afraid to do it. flash tem-
Claustrophobia J.ad per,
childhood fear of
water.

100

Y. Educational Histori:
1. School progress
2. Educational Status
3. School adjustment
4. Educatinal plans 777mtirS----ta.----

O. Economic Hii,tory:
1.. Unit
S. Occupat
3. Vocational

Legal History:
1. Delinquencies, Court Records otngH

Habits, Adjustments and Satisfactions:
1. Routine habits:

Has trouble sleeping rid terrific nightmares,
appetite spotty, could not think of anything but food
as a POW, now can't eat at times.
2. Recreation, hobbies &nd interests:

Eightball baseball, dancing. Likes music a lot.
3. Imaginative satisfactions:

Dream of his captures combat dreams, S.S. Troop-
ers surrounding him, sex (women), falling, chased by
German soldiers and frightening them off with jr).ck-
knife. Flying through air like Superman. Crossing
bridge and falling into deep canyon, lands in soft
mass and yet could feel shock through body.
4. Sex habits:

14
ED 10 10 15

Exhib. 16
SI 19 SA
HP Fell

5. Social habits:
Dances; afraid and nervous of crowds.

orsonality Adj ustments:
Inferiority feelings both physical and mentA... Tension.

lieved and appetite improved while in Station. iLttle
ass and nightmares stopped.



PERSONNEL CONSULTANT WORK SHEET 101

CASE HISTORY (A) Name: XX Roster: 22
Grade: Pvt. Cas. Co: XX ASN XX Race: N Age:
Civil Ocoupation: Laborer. Farm MOS Appearance: Gocd

Manner: Extreme restless Referred by:
Psychiatrist Home: C untr Mos Overseas: 12 Theater:
Yranos Mart a : M. Jr yrs.. wife pregnant.

B. Statement of Problem:
1. The Complaint Problem:

Slapped wife and is always quarreling with her,
tension.

2. Nature of Complaint:
Tension, Emotional.

3. History of Problem:
Has been tense and emotionally upset since his

outfit (paratroops) was surrounded in Holland.
WOUNDED, 2nd day.

C. Yamily and Social Environment:
1. Persons in the Home:

a. Father "Quarrelsome when drunk". gone for mos.
b. Mother neurotic
c. Step-parents, if any none
d. Siblings 27. 1 M
e. Grandparents
f. Other relatives
g. Boarders, or other unrelated persons
h. Parents, associates

2. Home attitudes Unhappy
3. Control and discipline "Not strict enough"
4. Economic status of family pocT
5. Cultural status of family term laborers
6. Language spoken in home _Jkakill
7. Neighborhood Rural

D. Physical Conditions and History:
1. Physical development and conditions related to ad-
justment:

Enuresis until 14. Profile: 111-114 XDC.
CONSTITUTIONAL PSYCHOPAT1IC STATE.

E. Developmental History:
1. Intellectual development:
2. Speech or reading defects
3. Emotional development:

a. Fear behavior b.

Afraid of dark, NOW,
Claustrophobia

AGO? 1 130 Other XX
: none.

Love behavior o.Emotion-
Mother al balance

impatient
supersensitive.



afraid of
heights,fisc4a-
edn of water.

ducational History:
1. School progress

Educational status
3. School adjustment
4. EducationA pins and 'Ambitions

102
moody,
flash tem-
per.

00 Economic History:
1, Military
2* Occupationa
3. Vocational pis

Legal History:
1, De1inquencis, Court Records
car), SpCM, (Drunk, Disorderly, Stole
Spell, tried claim against govt.

I. Habits, Adjustments .rid Satisfactions:
1, Routine habits:

Sleeps well, good appetite.

2. Recre..tioa hobbies -ad interests:
boxing, likes to see blood ), music.

ImAgin,tive atisfactions:
Blanes str fing, Dreatvs of german boy he killed

ith trench knife, falling, rooms without ojenings
suffocating.

4. Sex habits:
It 12 OBS
MR 14 on
HO 17 on
81 15 OW le

Fell Vi
Beast.iti
Cunui.-(was disguAed, oniyonce
HP lived with nurse overseas.

5. Social habits:
Dances, drinks to excess(in civilian life too

3. Personality Adjustments:
Likes to try everything once. On defensve. All chang-

ing crowds (that had more money). Can't stand to hurt any-
thing. Relaxation hel:ed tension. Prognosis for future not
good.



PERSONNEL CN50 LV iT WORK 'H.LET

CALE lila' HI A) Name: lam, ro7tert
Grade use Cosh A eel Ags4
Civil 0ceup on: pwirunees
.....jtatiannert Referred s

HomesCitY Nos verse ass Theaters
it-11 At. 0,014013 10erAt

B. StAameat of tkroblem
1. The ComplUnt prod

Can't write anymore. tremors so great in righ
arm (only).

Nsture of Complaints
Claims total deafness one ear (SO ORO bASII3

Tremors in right arm, couldn't even write a
Tremors appeared in left when auguAed he to
write with left.
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5. History of Probl
Ship ,:as bombed d he wt,s knocked into water.

Buddy next to him was ILA promised cich
other to %rite folks if anything happened. He h4
never been able to keep promise because of right arm.
Has been bombed 19 ties (NO COMBAT). Sweaty palms,
tension, heNdaches, p rtiel vralysis of right leg,
confused thinking and poor pronunciation.

Family and &maul Savironraeat:
1. Forams in the Homes

a. Father
b. Mother
c. Step-parent
d. Siblings, ges

raadprents
Other relAiv
Border, , or 0

h. Parents associates
2. Home attitudes h
3. Control and discipline
4. Lconomle st%tus of familyindigaja_____
5. cultural status of family
8. 'saguage s en in the hom
7. Neighbor at.t.AMO,

P. Physical Coaditi _end H orys
1 Physical development end conditions re
stment

B 112213 24 HISTkAliA CONVERSIOV
Fiat feet. ?sychoson:Aic nts.
when child hit by car.

Ve.

to

Accident
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E. Developmental History:

1. Intellectual development: AOCT MA II
2. Speech or reading defects:

Some speech defect now.

15. Emotional development:
a. Fear behavior b. Love behavior C. Emotional

Dark, NW/ Mother balance.
Heights, iloAly de-
Water. pressed,

flash tem-
per, extreme-
ly emotional.

Educational History:
1. School progress
2. Educational status
3. School adjustment
4. Ecucational plans and ambitions ?

O. Economic History;
1. Military

Occupational
Vocational plans, after órnobiliza

H. Legal History:
1. Delinquencies, Court Records None

I. Habits, Adjustments and Satisfactions:
1. Routine habits;

Trouble going to sleep. Called *pregnant kids
overseas because he used to vomit so much.

2. Recreat on, hobbies,and interests:
Swim

3. Imaginative satisfactions:
Somebody after him, falling, being born,

ens screaming), running away from air raid

4. Sex Habits:
M 14, OBE, 15, HO, t Si 18, EP0 OW.

5. Social Habits:
Dances

Personality Adjustments:

*Worries a lot about things that don't concern him*.
After five sessions* Deafness disappeared, Tremors dis-
appeared after insisting be dictate story of buddy to
secretary and send as a letter to boy's parents. Sweaty
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palms disappeared first relxation area oat, after
case history had beer taken.
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. PERSONNEL COB T T WORK SHEET 

CASE HISTOU (A) Nameta,Jiostert 
Grades 7,4 Cas Cot ASN XI_ Race: Ages...AL__ 
Civil Occupation:MOS in Appearance: above 

avetae......_.Nannerteferred bys self 
Home: _mall city lios Overseam.ALTheatert 

arital: 

tatement of Problem: 
1. The Complaint Problems 

Sweaty palms, tension. 

Nature of Complaiiatt 

Sweaty palms, feeling of in 
state, feels he is a misfit. 

S. History of Probl 
Motherfs favorite, still lives at home. 

gent, but seems unable to fit in with other men. 

C. Family and Social Environment: 
1. Persons in the Home; 

a. Father 
b. Mother 
c. Step-paren 

0 
d.. Siblings, ages 
e. Grandpirents 
f. Other relatives 
g. Boarders, or other 
h. Parents associates 

2. Home attitudes 
3. Control and discipline, 
4. Economic status of family.__mgAmrAIA_____.____ 
5. Cultural status of family 
S. Language spoken in home_jigualulk__ 
7, Neighborhood 

D. Physical Conditions and History: 
1. Physical development and conditions related to ad- 

ustmant: C 1113.14XD ADULT MALADJUSTMENT 
Enuresis until 12. 

=alone 

E. Developmental History: 
1. 

intellectual development: AGCT 4 pq Other 4 
eech or reading defects: none. 

3. Emotional Development: 
a. Fear behavior b. Love behavior c. Emotional 

Dark, CA. Fire, mother fixation balJace 
as child was afrAd moody,de- 
of pressed, 

flash 



being trapped
in garret room.
Engine of car
caught fire,felt
paralyzed.

ducationnl History:
1. School progress Co;lege gr
2. Educational status
3. School adjustment
4. Educational plans and

temper
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0. Economic History:
L. Military
2. Occupations' history__ _B
3. Vocational plam after demobiliz

Legal History*
1, Delinquenci Court Records None

I. Habits, Adjustments and Satisfactions:
1. Routine habits:

Doesn't sleep well, fair appetite here but not for
reg. army faad.

2. Recrention, hobbies hnd intereFts:
Gardening(flowers ), photography, violin, swimming,

and boating«

3. Imaginative
(repater'3 Plate on plate-rail with dutch boy and

he dreams whirl of sand and dust was chasing him and
enveloping him (he v,is dutch boy).

4. Sex habitst
U 12 ST M-08
14 KM Ped.
NM as adult
No Si

When 9 or 10 parents caught
him and two other little boys
examining each others genitals.
Very embarrassed about it.

5. Social habits:
dances, shy as child, brother very aggressive,

slightly effeminate.

Personality AdjustamilL:
Relaxation therapy stopped swety palms and tension.

Good insight into his problem. Returned 4 ties. No recurrence
of symptoms.
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CASE BISTOBY (A) Names oste 10-14
GradetjaiII____Cs Cot XX k Age: 2§
Civil Occupations, Tractor Driver MOS ppea nee: Good,

Manners_kultuI_Beferred bp. inter-
Homesrual_____,Mos OverseasS..1LTheatert Africa

Marital:
igid, in-law trouble. D du

to see two sons on furlough.
Statement of Problem:
1. The Complaint Probl

'nervousness*

2. Nature of Complaints
Inadequacy, riot able to keep up. Tension, vague

heart complaints.

3. History of Problems
Fear of leaving fox hole. Dif icuity in leading

meuad. Many of friends killed and wounded causing
fear and nervousness. Hesitated to carry out advan-
ces, not able to create spirit and enthusiasm for job.
Heart began to bother him.

C. Family and Social vironments
1 Persons in the Homes

a. Father
b. Mother
C. Step-parents,
d. Siblings, ages
e. Grandparents
f. Other relatives
g. Boarders or other unrelated persons

2. Home Attitudes jnhaoy
3. Control and discipline
4. Economic Status of family
5. Cultural StAus of family
O. Language spoken in the homk__jtiaAaj,Aja_____
7. Neighborho

D. Physical Conditions and Hi tory:*
1. Php.lcal development and conditions related to ad-

ustments C111114XD, NEURASTHENIA (CIRCULTORY
ASTHENIA ALPITATION and tachycardia.

Developmental History:
1. Intellectual development: AGCTXI
2. Speech or reading detectss none
3 Emotional development:

a. Fear behavior b. Love behavior
Dark as child. mother

.10

c. Emotional bal-
auce: flash
emper, dep2es-
sed.



u ational History*
1. School progress
2. Educational statu
3, School adjustment_Dlan_t_ge
4. Educational plans and ,bitioas_ none
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G. Economic history:
1. Military :

Occup:Aional history
Vocational plans, after demo

R. Legal History:
1, Delinquencies, Court Recorda

Habits, Adjustmr,nts and Satisfactions:
1. Routine habits:

Sleeps OL, appetite fair.

2. Recreaticn, hobbies and interests:
Drink, doesn't like sports, no hobbies.

Imagin:Aive
Comht-,t dreams, dreams of home, and people he hasn't

seen for years.

4. Sex habits:
N 14 OBS khl
1st SI 15 0 -- OW took active prt, seduced him
HP (Ion. 1 and her son(lS or 17) walked in on

them. I eters to go with older wo
en.

Social habits:
Dances.

J, Personality Adjurtments:
Upon being told not eligible for further Overseas service,

seemed less tense. Not particularly good insight first visit.
Second visit seemed to realize factors in trouble. Heart
pains disL eared b, third visit. No work after he left stat-
ion.



PERSONNEL CONSULZAT WORK SHEET

CASE HISTORY (A) NamesZJloster:_
Grades C Case Co: X AS RaceS Age
Civil Occupd.tiOflS Cable sqliqer it 8 ,Appearance:

Manner: Tense Referred byljjEubjaatkak___
Roe: City Mos Overseas: Theaters Africa,

Fttiaqc Marital; _

B. Statement of Problem;
1. The Complaint Problem;

Tremors
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2. Nature of Complaint;
Extreme tremors, tension, noise sensitivity,

sweaty palms, insomnia.

Z. History of Problems
All combst service. Knocked onconscious by shell

nearby(Italy), use of flame throvers, phosphorous
bothered him. Planes strafed, bombed, artillery fire,
and wounded in combat.

C. Family and Social Environment'
1. Persons in the Homes

a. FatKe
b. Mothe
c. Step-nar.
d. Siblings, a
e. Grandparents
f. Other relatives
g. Boarders, or other unrelated persons
h. Parents' cssociates

2. Home attitudes_______=ay
Z. Control and discipline
4. Economic status of family
5. Cult;ral status of fmily
6. Language spoken in home
7. Neighborhood

steal. Conditions and History:
Physical development and conditions related to ad-

stment: 111 - 114 ID - C, NEUROSIS, MIXED TYPE, MOD.

E. Developmental History:
I. Intellectual,dfelopmentsAgaM1212.,
2. Speech or reading defects; none.
Z. ElLotional developments
a. Fear behavior b. Love behavior

Dark, NOT, imagines mother
things in the dark.

D. P

c. Emotional bal-
ance. moody, de-
pressed, flash
temper.



F. educational History:
1. School progress
2. Educational status
3. School adjustment
4. Educational plans and ambition

0. Economic History:
1. Military Was
2 Occupational history
3, Vocational p1.ns, .Pte
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H. Legal Rirtory:
I. Delinquencies, Court Records None

1. Habits, kdjuAments and Satif-ctions:
1. Routine habits:

Trouble going to sleep,
worn out sometiles to ksJo a m.

Recretion, hobbies and interests:
Skateroller and ice.

Itvginative satist,ctions:
Dreams, somone turning

flame thrower in face. Mau sitting on a rock who,
everytUme he kills a man, carves a notch ia his leg
which has turned green.

4, Sex habits:
M 15 OW did i t to him (25)
1st SI le NP
Pilo once, Franc (bothers hi

habits:
Dances.

J. Personal3.ty Adjustments:
Extr e tonne. People non both

Nervous symptoms all disappeared after four visits.
Letter 3/5 says still OK.


